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Abstract
We apply techniques from the theory of approximation algorithms to the problem of deciding
whether a random k-SAT formula is satisﬁable. Let Formn,k,m denote a random k-SAT instance with n
variables and m clauses. Using known approximation algorithms for MAX CUT or
MIN BISECTION, we show how to certify that Formn,4,m is unsatisﬁable efﬁciently, provided that
mCn2 for a sufﬁciently large constant C > 0. In addition, we present an algorithm based on the
Lovász ϑ function that decides within polynomial expected time whether Formn,k,m is satisﬁable,
provided that k is even andmC ·4knk/2. Finally, we present an algorithm that approximates random
MAX 2-SAT on input Formn,2,m within a factor of 1 − O(n/m)1/2 in expected polynomial time,
for mCn.
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1. Introduction and results
1.1. The random k-SAT problem
The k-SAT problem—decide whether a given k-SAT formula is satisﬁable—is of funda-
mental importance in discrete mathematics as well as in theoretical computer science. Since
the k-SAT problem is NP-complete for k3, we do not expect that there exist algorithms
that solve the problem in worst-case polynomial time. Moreover, although the decision ver-
sion of the 2-SAT problem is solvable in polynomial time, the optimization version MAX
2-SAT – given a 2-SAT formula, ﬁnd an assignment that satisﬁes the maximum number of
clauses – is NP-hard. Indeed, Håstad [31] has proved that no polynomial time algorithm can
approximate MAX 2-SAT within a factor > 0.955, unless P=NP. In this paper, we study
algorithms for random instances of k-SAT and MAX 2-SAT.
The standard model Formn,k,m of random k-SAT formulas is as follows. Consider a set
Var = {x1, . . . , xn} of n propositional variables. Then a k-clause over Var is an ordered
k-tuple l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk of literals over Var such that the variables occurring in l1, . . . , lk are
pairwise distinct. Each literal either is positive, i.e. a non-negated variable, or negative, i.e.
a negated variable. Hence, there are 2kn(n−1) · · · (n−k+1) = 2k(n)k different k-clauses.
Finally, the random formula Formn,k,m is simply an ordered m-tuple C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm of k-
clausesC1, . . . , Cm chosen uniformly at random among all (2k(n)k)m possiblem-tuples. In
other words, each clause of Formn,k,m is chosen uniformly at random and independently of
all others.Throughout the paper,m = m(n)will be a function ofn.We say that Formn,k,m has
some propertyAwith high probability (whp.) if limn→∞ P(Formn,k,m has property A) = 1,
and we apply the notion “with high probability” to families of probability spaces different
from Formn,k,m in the same sense. (There occur several slightly different random models
of k-SAT formulas in the literature, but the differences are merely of technical relevance.)
Friedgut [23] has shown that the random k-SAT problem exhibits the following threshold
behavior: there exist real numbers ck = ck(n) such that ifm/n(1−ε)ck(n), then the ran-
dom formula Formn,k,m is satisﬁable whp., whereas ifm/n(1+ ε)ck(n), then Formn,k,m
is unsatisﬁable whp. Although it is known that for each ﬁxed k the numbers ck(n) lie in
a compact interval, it is open whether the threshold values ck(n) converge to a constant
independent of n.
In the case k = 2 (i.e. 2-SAT), the threshold is simply c2 = 1, i.e. the phase transition
occurs at m∼ n [26,9,21]. Furthermore, Coppersmith et al. [14] have shown that the opti-
mization version MAX 2-SAT exhibits a certain threshold behavior at m ∼ n as well. In
Section 1.5, we refer to further results on the thresholds ck .
Instead of the more combinatorial problem of estimating the k-SAT threshold ck , in this
paper we study algorithmic aspects of random k-SAT for even clause size k. (For odd k, see
the comments in the related work section below.) Most of the time, the ratio m/n will be
well above the threshold ck . We obtain results in three different subareas:
– algorithms for certifying unsatisﬁability of random 4-SAT formulas,
– an algorithm for deciding satisﬁability of random k-SAT formulas in polynomial expected
time, and
– an approximation algorithm for MAX 2-SAT with expected polynomial running
time.
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1.2. Efﬁcient certiﬁcation of unsatisﬁability
Since the aforementioned upper bounds on the k-SAT threshold are obtained via the
ﬁrst moment method, the proofs are non-algorithmic. That is, given a random formula
F generated according to Formn,k,m where m is above the threshold, we expect F to be
unsatisﬁable on probabilistic grounds. However, being confronted with a concrete formula
F, we would like to ﬁnd a proof that F is unsatisﬁable. To this end, one could try to run any
worst-case satisﬁability algorithm on input F. However, in general this will take exponential
time (cf. Section 1.5).
Therefore, we consider the following problem. Suppose that m/n?ck . Is there a poly-
nomial time algorithm A that on input F = Formn,k,m whp. provides a certiﬁcate that
F is unsatisﬁable? Thus, though A may terminate with an inconclusive answer on some
instances, we require A to be complete in the sense that A certiﬁes that the input F =
Formn,k,m is unsatisﬁable with probability 1 − o(1). If A meets these requirements, then
we callA an efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm for Formn,k,m. Note that an algorithm just an-
swering “unsatisﬁable” on any input is not an efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm for Formn,k,m,
m/n?ck , because it does not supply a certiﬁcate which is always correct. (Throughout the
paper, we shall use the notion of efﬁcient certiﬁcation in the aforementioned sense, also for
probability spaces different from Formn,k,m.)
In the rest of this section, we consider k = 4. Using spectral techniques, Friedman et al.
[22]haveinventedanefﬁcientcertiﬁcationalgorithmforFormn,4,m,wherem logO(1)(n)n2.
Our ﬁrst theorem improves on this result by removing the polylogarithmic
factor.
Theorem 1. There exists an efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm forFormn,4,m,wherem = Cn2
and C > 0 is a sufﬁciently large constant.
In Section 2, we shall present two algorithms that meet the requirements of Theorem 1.
Both algorithms are based on a certiﬁcation algorithm of discrepancy properties of a hyper-
graph underlying the input k-SAT formula. In a second step, we apply known approximation
algorithms for graph-theoretic optimization problems. More precisely, our ﬁrst efﬁcient
certiﬁcation algorithm employs the MAX CUT algorithm from Goemans and Williamson
[25]. Thus, this algorithm relies on semideﬁnite programming. By contrast, our second
algorithm is based on the MIN BISECTION algorithm from Feige and Krauthgamer [18],
which leads to an efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm that does not need to solve semideﬁnite
programs.
Independently of us, Feige and Ofek [19] have obtained an algorithm A that enjoys the
following property. For each even k4 and for each  > 0 there is a number Ck() =
O(− ln ) such that ifm/nCk(), then with probability 1−  the algorithmA certiﬁes
that Formn,k,m is unsatisﬁable. The algorithm of Feige and Ofek combines the ideas of [22]
with improved spectral considerations for sparse random graphs. Though the approach used
in [19] is simpler than ours, we think that our techniques for certifying that random hyper-
graphs are of low discrepancy may be of interest in their own right (cf. Section 1.7 for more
comments).
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1.3. Deciding satisﬁability in polynomial expected time
Since an efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm always runs in polynomial time, every such
algorithm will give an inconclusive answer even on some unsatisﬁable (though rare) in-
puts, unless P=NP. Therefore, in addition to efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithms, we are also
interested in algorithms with polynomial expected running time, which decide satisﬁability
correctly on any input such that the expected running time over Formn,k,m is polyno-
mial. Note that an algorithm with expected polynomial running time immediately yields an
efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithm, whereas the converse is not true in general. Formally, we
say that an algorithm A has polynomial expected running time on Formn,k,m if there is a
constant l > 0 such that∑
F∈Formn,k,m
RA(F ) · P(F = Formn,k,m) = O(nl),
where RA(F ) signiﬁes the running time of A on input F.
Theorem 2. Let k4 be even. Suppose that mc4knk/2 for a sufﬁciently large constant
c > 0. There exists an algorithm DecideSAT that enjoys the following properties.
– Let F be any k-SAT formula. If F is satisﬁable, then DecideSAT(F ) will ﬁnd a
satisfying assignment. Otherwise, DecideSAT(F ) will output “unsatisﬁable”.
– Applied to Formn,k,m, DecideSAT runs in polynomial expected time.
Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [13] have presented an algorithm that satisﬁes the requirements
of Theorem 2 if the number of random clauses ism? ln(n)6nk/2. (However, [13] considers
a slightly different random model.) Thus, as in the case of efﬁcient certiﬁcation algorithms,
we can remove the polylogarithmic factor. We achieve this improvement by using the
results on the Lovász number of random graphs from [10] instead of the simpler estimates
from [13].
1.4. Approximating random MAX 2-SAT
Given an instance F of MAX 2-SAT, we let OPT(F) denote the maximum number of
clauses of F that can be satisﬁed. Furthermore, we say that an algorithm A approximates
MAX2-SATwithin a factor of z 1 if forall inputsF , the algorithmAoutputs an assignment
A(F) that satisﬁes at least z · OPT(F) clauses.
Theorem 3. Suppose that c0x2nmn2 for some suitable constant c0 > 0 and some
x = x(n)1. There is an algorithm ApxM2S that approximates MAX 2-SAT within a
factor of 1 − 1/x on any input F ∈ Formn,2,m such that the expected running time of
ApxM2S(Formn,2,m) is polynomial.
Letting x = c−1/20 (m/n)1/2 in Theorem 3, we see that ApxM2S achieves an approxi-
mation ratio of 1− x−1 = 1− O(n/m)1/2. Hence, if m/n → ∞, then the approximation
ratio tends to 1. In contrast, no algorithm that has polynomial running time on all inputs
can achieve an approximation ratio better than 0.955, unless P=NP [31].
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ApxM2S proceeds in two phases. Constructing a certain assignment of x1, . . . , xn, the
ﬁrst phase determines a lower bound on the number of satisﬁable clauses. The second phase
computes the semideﬁnite programming (“SDP”) relaxation SMS of MAX 2-SAT from
Goemans and Williamson [25], thereby bounding the number of satisﬁable clauses from
above. Hence, for the analysis of ApxM2S it is crucial to estimate the probable value of
SMS(Formn,2,m). Since this estimate may be of independent interest, we state it explicitly.
Theorem 4. Suppose that c0nmn2 for some large constant c0. There is a constant c1
such that with probability 1− exp(−n) we have SMS(Formn,2,m) 34m+ c1
√
mn.
The above bound on SMS(Formn,2,m) is tight up to the precise value of the constant
c1 in front of the second order term
√
mn. Indeed, Coppersmith et al. [14] have shown
that 0.34385
√
mnOPT(Formn,2,m)−3m/40.50983√mnwhp.Thus, since SMS(F)
OPT(F) for all 2-SAT instances F , we have SMS(F)3m/4+ (√mn) whp.
1.5. Related work
Anumber of authors have studied the asymptotic order of the random satisﬁability thresh-
old ck (cf. Section 1.1) as well as the values of ck for small k. Using the second moment
method, Achlioptas and Moore [1] have shown that ck2k−1 ln(2)−O(1) as k →∞. Re-
ﬁning this approach, Achlioptas and Peres [3] recently showed that ck = 2k ln(2)− O(k).
In addition, Achlioptas et al. [2] have estimated the number of satisﬁable clauses above the
threshold. The best current bounds on c3 are 3.52  c3  4.52 [30,35,15]. Furthermore,
7.91c410.23 [3,36]. Moreover, 704.94  c10  708.94 [3,36], i.e. the value of c10 is
known up to less than 0.6%.
Feige and Ofek [20] have shown that there is an efﬁcient algorithm for certifying that
Formn,3,m is unsatisﬁable ifmcn3/2 for a certain constant c > 0. The approach combines
spectral techniques with extracting and refuting a 3-XOR formula from the input formula.
This result improves on earlier work by Goerdt and Lanka [28], and Friedman et al. [22],
who have presented efﬁcient algorithms for certifying that Formn,3,m is unsatisﬁable if
m ln(n)7n3/2, and mnε+3/2, respectively.
With respect to proof complexity, various types of resolution proofs for the non-existence
of satisfying assignments have been investigated on Formn,k,m. Ben-Sasson [7] has
shown that tree-like resolution proofs to refute Formn,k,m almost surely have size
exp((n/1/(k−2)+ε)), where  = m/n and 0 < ε < 1/2 is an arbitrary constant. Hence,
tree-like resolution proofs are of superpolynomial length even if the number of clauses is
m = nk−1− where  > 0 is constant. Furthermore, [7, Theorem 2.24] shows that gen-
eral resolution proofs for the non-existence of satisfying assignments almost surely have
super-polynomial size if mnk/2− ( > 0 constant).
Feige [16] explores the relationship between the hardness of certifying that Formn,3,m,
m/n = O(1), is unsatisﬁable and the hardness of approximation (in the worst case). Thus,
as we use approximation techniques to derive improved algorithms for random k-SAT, in a
sense our work complements the relations between approximation algorithms and random
k-SAT established in [16].
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Goerdt and Jurdzinski [27] have treated similar certiﬁcation issues as in the present paper,
but for problems different from unsatisﬁability.
1.6. Notation
If n and k are integers, then (n)k =∏k−1j=0 (n− j) denotes the kth falling factorial.
Given a graphG, we let V (G) denote the vertex set ofG, andE(G) the edge set ofG. The
order of G is |V (G)|. Let 0 < p = p(n) < 1. Then, Gn,p denotes the binomial random
graph, i.e. the random graph with n vertices obtained by including each of the
(
n
2
)
possible
edges with probability p independently. Moreover, if m = m(n) is an integer, then Gn,m
denotes a random graph with n vertices and precisely m different edges chosen uniformly
at random (cf. [34] for more background on random graphs).
IfF is a k-SAT instance, then #F signiﬁes the number of (not necessarily distinct) clauses.
Recall that k-SAT formulas from the Formn,k,m model are ordered m-tuples of clauses. In
addition to Formn,k,m, we also need to consider the model Formn,k,p of random sets of
k-clauses. Letting 0 < p = p(n) < 1, we obtain Formn,k,p by including each possible
k-clause over the set Var = {x1, . . . , xn } of variables with probability p independently of
all others. Thus, Formn,k,p is a random set of k-clauses (as opposed to a tuple or a multiset).
While the Formn,k,m model is somewhat similar to the Gn,m model of random graphs,
Formn,k,p corresponds to the Gn,p model.
Let k be even, let F be a k-SAT instance over Var, and let S be a subset of the clauses of
F. We associate a graph G = GF (S) = (V ,E) with S as follows: We let V = Vark/2 and
{(v1, . . . , vk/2), (w1, . . . , wk/2)} ∈ E
iff in S there occurs a clause l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk/2 ∨ h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hk/2 such that the variable
underlying li is vi and the variable underlying hi is wi . We let  = nk/2 be the number of
vertices of G. Note that due to the fact that in each k-clause there occur k distinct variables,
the graph G can have at most (n)k/2 edges from
(
2
)
altogether.
Throughout the paper, vectors are considered as column vectors (unless otherwise spec-
iﬁed). The scalar product of two vectors v, w is denoted by 〈v,w〉. By 1 we denote the
vector with all entries equal to 1. Further, diag(v) is the matrix with the entries of v on the
main diagonal and 0 entries otherwise. Given an n × n-matrix A = (ai,j ), the trace of A
is Tr(A) =∑ni=1 ai,i . When A is real-valued and symmetric, then A has n real eigenvalues,
which we denote by 1(A)  2(A)  · · · n(A). Then, Tr(A) =∑ni=1 i (A) (cf. [40]
for more background on linear algebra).
1.7. Techniques and outline
The results in this paper rely on spectral techniques and on semideﬁnite programming,
which can be seen as a generalization of spectral techniques. We need these techniques to
certify low discrepancy properties of random graphs. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with
 = |V | and e = |E|. If we choose a set {x, y} ⊆ V of two vertices uniformly at random
from all such sets, the probability of the event that {x, y} ∈ E is e/(2). When we draw a
set S ⊆ V of cardinality s uniformly at random from all such sets the expected number of
edges {x, y} ⊆ S in E is (s2)e/(2) ≈ (s/)2e by linearity of expectation. Loosely speaking,
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G has low discrepancy if for all sets S ⊂ V the number of edges of G spanned by S is
approximately (s/)2e.
Random graphs are the typical examples of graphs with low discrepancy. We consider
Gn,p and ﬁx S ⊆ V with |S| = s. The number of edges {x, y} ⊂ S follows the binomial
distribution with parameters
(
s
2
)
and p. Let  = (s2)p be the expected number of edges in S.
By tail bounds (Chernoff bounds) for the binomial distribution we see that the probability
of a deviation ε for constant ε > 0 from  is bounded above by exp(−()). If
s(1− ),  > 0 constant, and pC/n where C is a sufﬁciently large constant we
have that the absolute value of the preceding exponent is n. In this case the union bound
implies that all of the 2n sets S contain ≈  edges with high probability. As the number
of all edges ofGn,p is approximately p
(
2
)
with high probability we have low discrepancy.
In general low discrepancy is an NP-hard property [8] and the question of certifying it
for random graphs is of relevance. The following heuristic principle applies: if a random
graph is sufﬁciently regular, low discrepancy can be certiﬁed based on properties of the
eigenvalue spectrum of its adjacency matrix (or matrices related to it). Note that in the case
of adjacency matrices eigenvalues can be approximated in polynomial time within arbitrary
precision. As a consequence, quite a few graph problems that are NP-hard in the worst case
can be solved efﬁciently on random graphs (e.g. [12,13]).
In order to apply these techniques to refuting random k-SAT formulas, we proceed in two
steps.
1. We translate the problemof refuting a random k-SAT instance to the problemof certifying
that a random hypergraph has low discrepancy. For hypergraphs, the concept of low
discrepancy can be deﬁned similarly as for graphs. In fact, random hypergraphs turn out
to be of low discrepancy whp. However, certifying that a random hypergraph has low
discrepancy seems to be considerably more difﬁcult than it is for graphs, because no
suitable concept of a “spectrum” of a hypergraph is known.
2. Then, we reduce the hypergraph problem further to certifying that a couple of graphs
have low discrepancy. This problem can ﬁnally be solved using spectral techniques.
In Section 2, we carry out this approach in order to prove Theorem 1. In Section 2.1, we
state Parity Theorems, which yield a reduction of the problem of certifying the unsatisﬁa-
bility of F = Formn,4,m to certifying that there is no assignment making an odd number of
literals true in most of the clauses of F. Then, we show how to certify that such an assign-
ment does not exist, using approximation algorithms for MAX CUT or MIN BISECTION.
Further, Section 2.2 contains the proof of the Parity Theorems. The proof is based on ﬁrst
constructing a family of hypergraphs from the 4-SAT instance F, and then certifying that
these hypergraphs have low discrepancy by considering certain auxiliary graphs.We believe
that the discrepancy results for random hypergraphs may be of independent interest.
Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 2. To certify that F = Formn,k,m is unsatisﬁable
(k4 even), we construct two auxiliary graphs GF and G′F and certify that these graphs
do not have “very large” independent sets. The approach used here is similar to the one
of Friedman et al. [22]; the main difference is that in this paper, we use semideﬁnite pro-
gramming instead of spectral techniques to refute the existence of large independent sets
(cf. also [13]). Section 3 is independent of Sections 2 and 4.
In Section 4, we present the algorithm ApxM2S for Theorem 3 and prove Theorem 4.
Thus, the goal is to certify that a randomMAX 2-SAT instance does not have an “atypically
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good” assignment that satisﬁes considerably more clauses than we expect. While refuting
a random k-SAT formula for k4 amounts to certifying that a random hypergraph has low
discrepancy, certifying that a random MAX 2-SAT instance does not have an atypically
good assignment is essentially a graph problem. In fact, the techniques used in Section 4
are related to those applied to the MAX CUT problem on random graphs in [12]. This is
the reason why Theorem 3 covers the range m = O(n), whereas e.g. Theorem 1 requires
that m = (n2). Section 4 is independent of Sections 2 and 3.
Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.
2. Efﬁcient certiﬁcation of unsatisﬁability
We prove Theorem 1 in this section. Somemore notation will be used. Given a truth value
assignment a of Var, that is, simply a mapping assigning true (=1) and false (=0) to each
variable, we let Ta be the set of variables x with a(x) = true and Fa the set of variables x
with a(x) = false.
A k-uniform hyperedge or simply k-tuple over the vertex setV is a vector (x1, x2, . . . , xk)
where the xi ∈ V are all distinct. H = (V ,E) is a k-uniform hypergraph if E is a set of
k-tuples over the vertex set V. In the context of k-uniform hypergraphs we use the notion of
type in the following sense: Let X1, X2, . . . , Xk ⊆ V , then a k-tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is
of type (X1, X2, . . . , Xk) if we have xi ∈ Xi for all i. The random hypergraph HGn,k,p
is obtained by picking each of the (n)k = n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3) · · · (n− k + 1) possible
k-tuples with probability p, independently.
Let S be a set of k-clauses over the set of variables Var, as deﬁned in the introduc-
tion. The hypergraph H = H(S) = (V , E) associated to S is deﬁned by V = Var and
(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xk) ∈ E if and only if there is a k-clause l1 ∨ l2 ∨ · · · ∨ lk ∈ S such that
li = xi or li = ¬xi for all i.
Example 5. Let
S = {x1 ∨ ¬x7 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x8, ¬x5 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x6, x5 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x6}
considered as set of clauses over the set of variables Var = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. Then the
hypergraph H(S) = (V ,E) has
V = Var and E = {(x1, x7, x3, x8), (x5, x3, x4, x6)}.
Note that in H(S) we do not distinguish between x and ¬x. However, usually we use
this notation only when S consists of clauses in which the negated literals occur in ﬁxed
positions. In this case we have |S| = |E|.
We use the following specialized asymptotic abbreviations: f (n) ∼s g(n) iff there is
an ε > 0 such that f (n) = g(n) · (1 + O(1/nε)). Here ∼s stands for strong asymptotic
equality. Similarly we use f (n) = so(g(n)) iff f (n) = O(1/nε) · g(n). Here so(g(n))
stands for strongly little-o of g(n). Note that f (n) ∼s g(n) is equivalent to saying
f (n) = g(n)(1+so(1)).We use both notations.We say f (n) is negligible iff f (n) = so(1).
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Note that f (n) = so(g(n)) implies in particular that f (n) = o(g(n)/(log n)k) for any con-
stant k, and in order to have a notation for this we have introduced the so-notation.
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1
The correctness and completeness of our unsatisﬁability certiﬁcation algorithms, Algo-
rithms 10 and 12 below, relies on some crucial propositions which mostly will be proved
in Section 2.2.
Proposition 6. For a random F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 and C is a sufﬁciently large
constant, we can efﬁciently certify the following properties. Let S ⊆ F be the subset of all
clauses of F which only consist of non-negated literals. Let H = H(S) = (V ,E′) be the
hypergraph associated to S and letG = G(S) = (V ,E) be the graph associated to S. Then
|E′| = |S| and
|E′| = C · n2 · (1+ so(1)) and |E| = C · n2 · (1+ so(1)).
The analogous claim holds for each of the remaining 15 possibilities of placing negated
and non-negated literals into the four slots of clauses available.
Proof. The claim follows easily: just count and observe that for each of the 16 possibilities
of putting negations into the four slots of clauses available we have (n)4 = n(n − 1)
(n − 2)(n − 3) clauses altogether. Each clause is picked with probability p = C/n2 in-
dependently. By deﬁnition we have |E′| = |S|. Moreover H(S) is a random hypergraph
HGn,4,p. The number of 4-tuples of HGn,4,p follows the binomial distribution with pa-
rameters (n)4 and p. Tail bounds for the binomial distribution (Chernoff bounds) imply
the claim for |S| and therefore |E′|. Concerning E observe ﬁrst that the number of edges
possible altogether in G is (n)4/2. As each edge is induced by exactly two clauses, it is
present with probability 1− (1−p)2 = 2C/n2(1+ so(1)) independently. The expectation
of |E| therefore is Cn2(1+ so(1)) and tail bounds imply the claim.
On probabilistic grounds we know that satisfying assignments do generally not exist
under the assumptions of the next three theorems. However, the problem is to efﬁciently
certify this. To begin with, we show that we can certify the statements to follow. The next
proposition means that we have an ε > 0 such that we can efﬁciently certify that all
assignments a with |Ta|  (1/2) · n · (1 + 1/nε) or |Fa|  (1/2) · n · (1 + 1/nε) do not
satisfy a random F.
Proposition 7. For a random F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 and C is a sufﬁciently large
constant, we can efﬁciently certify the following property. For all satisfying assignments a
of F we have that
|Ta| ∼s (1/2) · n and |Fa| ∼s (1/2) · n.
Parity properties analogous to the next two theorems have been proved in [16] for 3-SAT
instances with a linear number of clauses and in [27] for 4-SAT instances. But in the proof
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of [27] it is important that the probability of each clause is p  1/n2+ε where ε > 0 is
a constant. In this case the number of clauses is with high probability at most O(n2−ε).
Therefore we can essentially assume that each pair of literals appears in at most one clause.
This is no longer the case for p = C/n2 and some additional complications arise when
proving the following propositions in the subsequent subsection. For the notion of type of
a 4-tuple of a hypergraph we refer to the beginning of this subsection.
Proposition 8 (Parity Theorem 1). For a random F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 and C
is a sufﬁciently large constant, we can efﬁciently certify the following properties.
(a) Let S be the set of clauses of F consisting only of non-negated variables. Let H =
H(S) be the hypergraph associated to S. For all satisfying assignments a of F the number
of 4-tuples of H of each of the eight types
(Ta, Ta, Ta, Fa), (Ta, Ta, Fa, Ta), (Ta, Fa, Ta, Ta), (Fa, Ta, Ta, Ta),
(Fa, Fa, Fa, Ta), (Fa, Fa, Ta, Fa), (Fa, Ta, Fa, Fa), (Ta, Fa, Fa, Fa)
is (1/8) · C · n2 · (1 + so(1)).
(b) The claim of (a) applies also when S is one of the remaining seven subsets of clauses
of F which have a given even number of negated variables in a given subset of the four slots
available.
Parity Theorem 1(a) means that we have an ε > 0 such that we can efﬁciently certify
that all assignments a for which the number of clauses consisting only of non-negated
variables of one of the prescribed types is not between (1/8) · C · n2 · (1 − 1/nε) and
(1/8) ·C ·n2 ·(1 + 1/nε) do not satisfyF. Based on Proposition 7 we know probabilistically
that we only have 1/16 · C · n2 · (1 + o(1)) 4-tuples of the prescribed types with high
probability. But we do not know how to certify this efﬁciently.
The next proposition refers to those clauses with an odd number of negations.
Proposition 9 (Parity Theorem 2). For a random F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 and C
is a sufﬁciently large constant, we can efﬁciently certify the following properties.
(a) Let H be the hypergraph associated to those clauses of F whose ﬁrst slot contains
a negated variable and whose remaining three slots contain non-negated variables. The
number of 4-tuples of H of each of the 8 types
(Ta, Ta, Ta, Ta), (Ta, Ta, Fa, Fa), (Ta, Fa, Ta, Fa), (Ta, Fa, Fa, Ta),
(Fa, Fa, Fa, Fa), (Fa, Fa, Ta, Ta), (Fa, Ta, Fa, Ta), (Fa, Ta, Ta, Fa)
is (1/8) · C · n2 · (1 + so(1)).
(b) The claim of (a) applies also when S is one of the remaining seven subsets of clauses
of F which have a given odd number of negated variables in a given subset of the four slots
available.
Parity Theorems 1 and 2 together imply in particular that we can efﬁciently certify that
for any satisfying assignment a the number of clauses with an even number of literals true
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under the assignment a is negligible. This is simply so because Parity Theorem 1 on the
one hand refers to those clauses with an even number of negated and also non-negated
literals as each clause contains four literals. On the other hand, the types mentioned are
all types with an odd number Ta’s and Fa’s. Clauses having an even number of negated
literals with an even number of literals true under the assignment a must therefore be of
one of the remaining eight types. However, with Proposition 6 there is only space for a
negligible number of clauses to be of one of these types. Parity Theorem 2 allows for the
analogous consideration for those clauses with an odd number of negations. Thus these two
theorems together can be interpreted as a reduction of satisﬁability of random formulas to
“parity with noise”. Note that it is only the noise which excludes the possibility to certify
unsatisﬁability efﬁciently by showing the unsolvability of a system of linear equations.
Given a graph G = (V , E), a cut is a partition of V into two disjoint subsets V1 and
V2. The MAX-CUT problem is the problem of ﬁnding such a cut which maximizes the
number of crossing edges, that is the number of edges with one endpoint in V1 and the other
endpoint in V2. In this context OPT(G) is the maximal number of crossing edges of a cut.
There is a polynomial time approximation algorithm which, given G, ﬁnds a cut such that
the number of crossing edges is guaranteed to be at least 0.87 · OPT(G), see [6, p. 399].
Note that the algorithm is a deterministic algorithm.
Algorithm 10. The input is a 4-SAT instance F.
1. Certify the properties as stated in Propositions 6, 7, 8, and 9. If this certiﬁcation is not
successful the algorithm stops with an inconclusive answer.
2. Let S be the subset of all clauses of F containing only non-negated variables. Construct
the graph G = GF (S) = (V , E), associated to this subset S as deﬁned in the notation
Section 1.6. Delete from G all vertices like (x, x) containing the same variable twice.
(These vertices are not incident with edges anyway because in a clause l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4
we require that the variables underlying the li are all distinct.)
3. Apply the MAX-CUT approximation algorithm to G.
4. If the cut found in Step 3 contains at most 0.86 · |E| edges the output is “unsatisﬁable”,
otherwise the algorithm gives an inconclusive answer, as it cannot determine whether F
is satisﬁable or unsatisﬁable.
Through the appeal to Proposition 6 (and also the remaining propositions as will become
clear later) the algorithm contains an so(1)-term. In order to program the algorithm simply
take a concrete so(1)-term which causes Proposition 6 to be true. We will comment on this
issue once again at the very end of this section.
Proposition 11. Algorithm 10 efﬁciently certiﬁes the unsatisﬁability of Formn,4,p where
p = C/n2 and C is a sufﬁciently large constant.
Proof. To show that the algorithm is correct, letF be any satisﬁable 4-SAT instance. Let a be
a satisfying truth value assignment of F. Let H = H(S) be the hypergraph associated to S,
the set of all clauses of F containing only non-negated variables. From Step 1 we know that
only an asymptotically negligible fraction of the 4-tuples ofH has a type not among the eight
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types with an odd number of Ta’s. Now consider the partition V1, V2 of the vertices of the
graph G constructed in Step 2 with V1 = {(x, y) | x = y and x, y ∈ Ta or x, y ∈ Fa}
and V2 = {(x, y) | x ∈ Ta, y ∈ Fa or x ∈ Fa, y ∈ Ta}. From Step 1 we know that the
number of edges between V1 and V2 must be equal to |E| · (1 + so(1)). The MAX-CUT
approximation algorithm ﬁnds a cut with at least 0.87 · |E| ·(1+so(1)) > 0.86 · |E| crossing
edges, provided n is sufﬁciently large such that the absolute value of the so(1)-term is less
than 0.01. Therefore the algorithm does not answer “unsatisﬁable” and is correct for all
sufﬁciently large n.
To show the completeness of the algorithm let F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 be a
random formula. Step 1 is successful with high probability as we know from Propositions 6
through 9. Let V1, V2 be an arbitrary cut ofGwith |V1| = m and l = |V2| = n(n−1) − m.
Altogether the number of edges with one vertex in V1 and the other one in V2 is m · l. Note
that not all of these edges are possible in our graph G, because the variables underlying
a given clause are all distinct. Each edge possible is present in G with probability p′ =
1 − (1−p)2 = 2p · (1+ o(1)) independently. Note that each edge is induced by precisely
two clauses as the literals in clauses are ordered.
The probability of the event that the number of crossing edges of the given cut V1, V2 is
at least b is bounded above by the probability that the binomial distribution with parameters
m·l andp′ is at least b.Moreover,m·l ismaximizedwhenm = l = n(n−1)/2. In this case
the expectation of the number of crossing edges is bounded above by C ·n2/2 · (1+ so(1)).
Tail bounds for the binomial distribution (Chernoff bounds) imply that we have at least
(1 + ε) ·C · n2/2 · (1+ so(1)) crossing edges for a given constant ε > 0 with probability
bounded above by exp(−(C · n2)). As there are less that 2n2 possible cuts altogether, the
probability that we have a cut with at least (1 + ε) · C · n2/2 crossing edges is bounded
above by 2n2 · exp(−(C · n2)) = o(1), if we pick C sufﬁciently large. From Step 1 we
know that |E| = C · n2 · (1 + so(1)), therefore with high probability the MAX-CUT
approximation algorithm cannot ﬁnd a cut with at least 0.87 · |E| edges, simply because it
does not exist provided n is sufﬁciently large. Thus the output is “unsatisﬁable” with high
probability. 
Given a graph G = (V , E), where |V | is even, a bisection of G is a partition of V into
two subsets V1 and V2 with |V1| = |V2| = |V |/2. The MIN-BISECTION problem is the
problem to minimize the number of crossing edges, that is the number of edges with one
endpoint in V1 and the other endpoint in V2. In this context OPT(G) is the minimal number
of crossing edges of a bisection. There is a polynomial time approximation algorithmwhich,
givenG, ﬁnds a bisection such that the number of crossing edges is guaranteed to be at most
O(log n)2 · OPT(G) where |V | = n, see [18].
Algorithm 12. The input is a 4-SAT instance F.
1. Certify the properties as stated in Proposition 6 through 9. If this certiﬁcation is not
successful the algorithm stops with an inconclusive answer.
2. Let S be the subset of all clauses of F whose ﬁrst literal is a negated variable and whose
remaining literals are non-negated variables. We construct the graph G = GF (S) =
(V , E) associated to this set S. Delete all vertices (x, x) with the same variable twice
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from G. (They have degree 0 anyway because the variables underlying a clause are all
distinct.) Check if themaximal degree ofG is at most log n. If this check is not successful
the algorithm gives an inconclusive answer.
3. Apply the MIN-BISECTION approximation algorithm to G.
4. If the bisection found contains at least (1/3)·|E| edges, then the output is “unsatisﬁable”.
Otherwise the algorithm cannot determine if F is satisﬁable or not and accordingly gives
an inconclusive answer.
Proposition 13. Algorithm 12 efﬁciently certiﬁes the unsatisﬁability for Formn,4,p where
p = C/n2 and C is a sufﬁciently large constant.
Proof. To show the correctness of the algorithm let F be a satisﬁable formula and let a be
a satisfying assignment of F. Let H be the hypergraph associated to S, the subset of clauses
of Fwhose ﬁrst literal is negated and whose remaining three literals are non-negated. From
Step 1 we know that all up to an asymptotically negligible fraction of theC ·n2 · (1+ so(1))
4-tuples from S are of one of the 8 types with an even number of Ta’s. Now consider the par-
tition of the vertices of the graph G where V1 = {(x, y) | x = y and x, y ∈ Ta or x, y ∈
Fa} and V2 = {(x, y) | x ∈ Ta, y ∈ Fa or x ∈ Fa, y ∈ Ta}. From Step 1 we know
that |Fa| = 1/2 · n · (1 + so(1)) and |Ta| = 1/2 · n · (1 + so(1)). Therefore we get that
|V1| = 1/2 · n(n− 1) · (1+ so(1)) and |V2| = 1/2 · n(n− 1) · (1+ so(1)). Thus V1, V2
is a cut which is almost a bisection. From Step 1 we know that the number of edges of G
between V1 and V2 is so(n2). The cut V1, V2 can be made into a bisection by moving at
most so(n2) vertices from V1 to V2 or vice versa. This may increase the number of crossing
edges by so(n2), as we check in Step 2 that the maximal degree ofG is at most logarithmic.
Therefore we have that OPT(G) is at most so(n2). Then the MIN-BISECTION approxi-
mation algorithm will ﬁnd a bisection with at most O((log(n2))2 · so(n2) = so(n2) many
crossing edges which is less than (1/3) · |E| and the algorithm does not give “unsatisﬁable”
as output if n is sufﬁciently large. (This is the only point where we really need our strong
asymptotic notions.)
To show the completeness of the algorithm let F = Formn,4,p where p = C/n2 be a
random formula. Step 1 is successful with high probability as we know from Proposition 6
through 9. As to Step 2, we know that the number of neighbors of a given vertex (x, y)
follows the binomial distributionwith parameters (n−2)(n−3)n2 andp′ = 2p·(1+o(1))
as in the previous proof. This implies that the probability that the degree of (x, y) is at least
l log n is bounded above by
(
n2
l
) · (2C/n2)l = o(1). Here the estimate (n2
l
)
(en2/l)l ,
as follows from el ll/ l! for integer l0 is used. The certiﬁcation in Step 2 is successful
with high probability.
Let V1, V2 be an arbitrary bisection of G. The number of crossing edges possible at all is
bounded from below by
(1/2) · n(n− 1) · (1/2 · n(n− 1) − 4n) = 1/4 · n4 · (1+ so(1)).
As in the completeness proof of Proposition 11 we have that with high probability the
number of crossing edges of any bisection is at least (1 − ε) · C · n2/2. Therefore the
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MIN-BISECTION approximation algorithm can only ﬁnd a bisection with at least this
number of crossing edges. As we know that |E| = C · n2 · (1+ so(1)) the algorithm gives
“unsatisﬁable” as output with high probability. 
Theorem 1 is stated for Formn,4,m. Some technicalities are necessary to transfer the
preceding consideration from Formn,4,p to Formn,4,m. Note that Formn,4,m allows for dou-
ble occurrences of clauses, as opposed to Formn,4,p. The following algorithm provably
works for Formn,4,m.
Algorithm 14. The input is a 4-SAT instance F which is an ordered sequence of clauses
over Var.
1. Delete double occurrences of clauses by always deleting all double occurrences to the
right of the leftmost occurrence of a given clause.
2. While F contains a clause do
2.1 Apply Algorithm 12 (or 10) to F.
2.2 If F is certiﬁed unsatisﬁable in 2.1 the algorithm ends.
2.3 If we have an inconclusive answer in 2.1 we continue with
F := F with its last clause deleted.
3. If we have not certiﬁed that F is unsatisﬁable by now, we give an inconclusive answer.
Proof of Theorem 1. We show that Algorithm 14 has the properties required. First of all,
it is correct for n sufﬁciently large as follows from the correctness of Algorithm 10 and 12.
We show its completeness for Formn,4,m under the assumption thatm = C ·n2 is such, that
Proposition 11 and 13 apply to Formn,4,p with p = C′/16n2 and C′ is a constant slightly
smaller than C. Let Yi for i0 be the random variable of the number of clauses of F after
i executions of the loop in Step 2 of Algorithm 14. Further below we show the following
three statements:
1. With high probability YiC · n2 · (1+ o(1)) − i.
2. Conditioning on the event of Formn,4,m that Yi = l the formula F obtained after the ith
loop of Step 2 ofAlgorithm 14 is equally likely to be any sequence of l different clauses.
3. Let A be the event of Formn,4,p that Algorithm 10 gives “unsatisﬁable” as output. Let
Bl be the event that a random Formn,4,p consists exactly of l clauses. There exists an
l = l(n)  C′ · n2(1+ o(1)) with P(A|Bl) = 1 − o(1). The same statement applies to
Algorithm 12.
Now, let, l be such that Statement 3 holds.As Y0 = C ·n2 ·(1+o(1))with high probability,
as we know from Statement 1, after several loops we have an F with precisely l clauses.
These are distributed uniformly among all sequences of l clauses. Now Statement 3 implies
that this F is certiﬁed unsatisﬁable with high probability which ﬁnishes our proof.
The three statements are easy to see. For Statement 1 the expectation of the number
of unordered pairs of the m slots containing the same clause is
(
m
2
)
/(n)4 = O(1). This
can be seen by conditioning on the actual clause in the ﬁrst of the two slots. Therefore
Markov’s inequality implies that with high probability the number of such pairs of slots is
at most log n, for example. Statement 2 applies to Y0 because given a sequence F ′ ofm′m
different clauses the number of possibilities to construct an F with exactly m clauses which
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yields F ′ after Step 1 of the algorithm clearly is independent of the actual F ′. Thus any F ′
withm′ different clauses is equally likely. Inductively, the same argument applied to the last
clause implies Statement 2 for all i1. Statement 3 holds because with high probability the
number of clauses of Formn,4,p asymptotically is equal to its expectation, Cn2(1+ o(1)),
as follows by the Chernoff bound. If an l as required would not exist, Algorithm 10 or 12
would not be complete. 
2.2. Proofs of Proposition 7 through 9
We present the algorithms to prove Proposition 7 through 9. To deal with the problem of
multiple occurrences of the same pair of variables in several clauses we need to work with
labelled (multi-)graphs and labelled (multi-)hypergraphs, instead of graphs and hypergraphs
as in [27]. In a labelled graph we allow for multiple edges between two vertices. The edges
(between the same twovertices) are distinguishedby labels.The analogous statement applies
to labelled hypergraphs.
Let H = (V , E) be a standard 4-uniform hypergraph. When speaking of the projection
of H onto coordinates 1 and 2 we think of H as a labelled multigraph G = (V ,E′) with
E as the set of labels: Let l = (x1, x2, x3.x4) be an arbitrary 4-tuple. The labelled edge
{x1, x2}l ∈ E′ if and only if the 4-tuple l ∈ E. The choice of the 4-tuples of H as
labels ensures that each labelled edge of G corresponds to exactly one 4-tuple of H. Thus
a projection simply is a different way to represent H. This justiﬁes the abuse of notation
to denote the projection as G = (V ,E) and consider a 4-tuple of H as an edge of the
projection. Of course projections can deﬁned with respect to any pair of coordinates.
Example 15. Let l = (x1, x2, x3, x4) and k = (x2, x1, x3, x4). If l and k are two different
4-tuples of H, the projection onto coordinates 1 and 2 contains the two edges
{x1, x2}l = {x2, x1}k.
Moreover, note that {x1, x2}l = {x2, x1}l and {x2, x1}k = {x1, x2}k.
The subsequent considerations extend results and notions from [8, p. 71 et seq].We state
them for projections of 4-uniform hypergraphs only, but they actually apply to labelled
multigraphs in general. Let H = (V ,E) be a 4-uniform hypergraph and let G = (V ,E).
be the projection of H onto coordinates 1 and 2.
Let e = |E| , V = {1, . . . , n}, X ⊆ V , and Y = V \X. We denote the number of
labelled edges of G with one endpoint in X and the other endpoint in Y by e(X, Y ). That is
e(X, Y )= |{(x, y, −, −) ∈ E | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }| +
|{(y, x, −, −) ∈ E | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }|.
Similarly e(X) is the number of labelled edges with both endpoints from X, that is
e(X) = |{(x1, x2, −, −) ∈ E | x1, x2 ∈ X}| .
The edge density of G is  = e/(n2). Picking a set of two vertices {x, y} with x = y
uniformly at random from all such sets,  is the expected number of 4-tuples (x1, x2, −, −)
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∈ Ewith x1 = y, x2 = x or vice versa. PickingX ⊆ V with |X| = m uniformly at random
from all sets with m elements e(X) is a random variable with expectation

(
m
2
)
≈ e · m
n
· m
n
.
Similarly, as |Y | = n−m, the expectation of e(X, Y ) is
 ·m · (n−m) ≈ 2 · e · m
n
·
(
1− m
n
)
.
G has discrepancy  with respect to  iff  is minimal with the property that for all X ⊆ V
with  · n |X|(1− ) · n,
(1− ) ·  ·
(|X|
2
)
e(X)(1+ ) ·  ·
(|X|
2
)
and
(1− ) ·  · |X| · |Y |e(X, Y )(1+ ) ·  · |X| · |Y | .
In an asymptotic setting we use our asymptotic terminology from the beginning of
Section 2 and say that G has negligible discrepancy (with respect to ) iff G has dis-
crepancy  where  = (n) is negligible. Negligible discrepancy (with respect to ) means
the same, as for all X ⊆ V with |X| = 	 · n where 	1−  we have
e(X) ∼s e	2 (1)
and for Y = V \X
e(X, Y ) ∼s 2e	(1− 	) . (2)
Note that 
(	n
2
) = e	2(1+ O(1/n)) and 	n(1− 	)n = 2e	(1− 	)(1+ O(1/n)).
The n× n-matrix A = AG = (ax,y)1x,yn is the adjacency matrix of G where edges
are counted with their multiplicity,
ax,y = | {(x, y, −, −) ∈ E } | + | {(y, x, −, −) ∈ E } | .
Recall our notation concerning eigenvalues of symmetric matrices from the notation
Section 1.6. We let (A) = max2 in |i (A)| = max{|2(A)|, |n(A)|}. In an asymp-
totic context we speak of strong eigenvalue separation with respect to a constant k. By this
we mean that
n∑
i=2
i (A)k = so(1(A)k). (3)
When k is even, strong eigenvalue separation implies in particular that (A)k = so(1(A)k)
and as k is constant, that (A) = so(1(A)). For k 0 we let the kth power of A,
Ak = (a(k)x,y)1x,yn. The eigenvalues of Ak are i (A)k for 1 in and we have that
Tr(Ak) =
n∑
x=1
a(k)x,x =
n∑
i=1
i (A)k.
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Moreover, an easy inductive argument shows that Tr(Ak) is equal to the number of closed
walks of length k in G. A closed walk of length k is an ordered sequence of labelled edges
e1, e2, . . . , ek with ei = {xi, xi+1}li for i < k and ek = {xk, x1}lk . Note that we can have
several walks with the same sequence of vertices, simply when (the labels of) the edges
used are different.
The degree of the vertex x in G dx = dx,G is
dx = |{(x, −, −, −) ∈ E}| + |{(− , x−, −) ∈ E}| .
We assume throughout that dx 1. Let d = d(n) be given. In an asymptotic context we
say that G is almost d-regular, if for any vertex x of G dx,G = d(n) · (1 + so(1)).
The n × n-matrix L = LG = (lx,y)1x,yn is a normalized adjacency matrix related
to the Laplacian matrix. We have
lx,y = ax,y√
dxdy
.
L is real-valued and symmetric, and we use our eigenvalue notation as introduced for A
for L, too. The largest eigenvalue 1(L) is precisely known, 1(L) = 1 and we abbreviate
 = (L) = max2 in |i (L)|. Theorem 5.1 and its corollaries on pp. 72–73 of [8] imply
the following fact.
Fact 16. Let G = (V , E) where V = {1, . . . , n} be a projection onto two coordinates
of a 4-uniform hypergraph H = (V , E) with e = |E|. Let G be almost d-regular, let
	1 −  where  > 0 is a constant, and let X ⊆ V with |X| = 	n and Y = V \X.
Then we have,
(a) ∣∣e(X)− e	2∣∣ (L) · e · 	 · (1+ so(1)),
(b) |e(X, Y )− 2e	(1− 	)| (L) · 2 · e · √	 · (1− 	) · (1+ so(1)).
Note that (a) and (b) of Fact 16 imply negligible discrepancy, cf. (1), (2), provided  =
(L) = so(1). Therefore we need methods to estimate . As eigenvalue properties are more
easier to show for A = AG than for LG the following lemma is important and may even be
of some independent interest.
Lemma 17. LetG = (V ,E) be the projection onto two given coordinates of the 4-uniform
hypergraphH = (V , E) where V = {1, . . . , n}. If G is almost d-regular andA = AG has
strong eigenvalue separation with respect to a given constant k, then L = LG has strong
eigenvalue separation with respect to k.
Proof. The coefﬁcients a(k)x,y and l(k)x,y of the kth power of A and L are given by Ak =(
a
(k)
x,y
)
1x,yn and L
k = (l(k)x,y)1x,yn. Then
a(k)x,y =
∑
x=x0,x1,...,xk=y
ax0,x1 · ax1,x2 · · · · · axk−1,xk
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with the analogous equation holding for l(k)x,y and lxi ,xi+1 instead of axi ,xi+1 . As lxi ,xi+1 =
axi ,xi+1/d · (1 + so(1)) as
√
dxi · dxi+1 = d(1 + so(1)) by strong regularity, and k is a
constant, we also have that
l(k)x,y = a(k)x,y · (1/d)k · (1+ so(1)).
Therefore
Tr
(
Lk
)= n∑
x=1
l(k)x,x =
n∑
x=1
a(k)x,x ·
(
1
d
)k
· (1+ so(1))
= Tr(Ak) ·
(
1
d
)k
· (1+ so(1)).
Then we get,
n∑
i=1
i (L)k = Tr(Lk)
= Tr(Ak) ·
(
1
d
)k
· (1+ so(1))
=
n∑
i=1
i (A)k ·
(
1
d
)k
· (1+ so(1)).
Wehave 1(L) = 1, whereas 1(A)k = dk ·(1+so(1)) and therefore 1(A)k ·(1/d)k ∼s 1.
By strong eigenvalue separation with respect to k ofAwe have that
∑n
i=2 i (A)k = so(d)k .
Therefore we get that
∑n
i=2 i (L)k = so(1), which means strong eigenvalue separation
of L with respect to k, cf. (3). Note that 1(A) is always at most the maximal degree of
G and at least the minimal degree. This can be seen with the well-known characterization
1(A) = maxx =0 (xtrAx/xtrx) where xtr is the transpose of the n-dimensional column
vector x, cf. [40]. 
We collect some probabilistic properties of labelled projections when H is a random
hypergraph.
Lemma 18. Let p = c/n2 where c is a sufﬁciently large constant and let H = (V ,E) be
a random hypergraph from HGn,4,p. Let G = (V ,E) be a labelled projection of H onto
two coordinates.
(a) Let d = d(n) = 2 · c · n . Then G is almost d-regular with probability at least
1 − n−(n).
(b) The adjacency matrixA = AG has strong eigenvalue separation with respect to k = 4.
Proof. (a) Altogether there are 2(n − 1)3 4-tuples which might induce a labelled edge
of G incident with x. Each of these labelled edges is present with probability p = c/n2
independently. Therefore for a given vertex x the degree of x, dx , follows the binomial
distribution with parameters 2(n − 1)3 and p. As the expectation is 2cn(1 + O(1/n)),
standard tail bounds for the binomial distribution imply the result as we have only n vertices
altogether.
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(b) For deﬁniteness we consider the projection G onto coordinates 1 and 2 of H. The
number of closed walks of length 4 in G is equal to
Tr(A4) =
n∑
x=1
a(4)x,x =
n∑
i=1
i (A)4.
We calculate E(Tr(A4)) using linearity of expectation. Given x1 ∈ V , each closed walk
of length 4 starting with x1 is uniquely represented by an ordered sequence of 4-tuples
h1, h2, h3, h4 which, given x2, x3, x4, x5 = x1, can be decomposed as
hi = (xi, xi+1 ,− ,−) or hi = (xi+1, xi, − ,−).
This allows us to bound the expected number of closed walks starting with x1 by the
following case distinction. For walks such that the hi are all distinct we get an upper
bound of
n3 · (n2)4 ·
(
2c
n2
)4
· (1+ O(1/n)) = (2 · c)4 · n3 · (1+ so(1)).
When h1 = h2 and h3, h4 are distinct we get an expectation of
n2 · (n2)3 ·
(
2c
n2
)3
· (1+ O(1/n)) = so((2cn)3).
Similarly we get an expectation of so(2cn)3 for the remaining cases when the hi are not all
distinct. As x1 is ﬁxed in the preceding consideration, the expected number of closed walks
of length 4 altogether is n · n3(2c)4 + so(n4) = (2cn)4 + so(n4).
As 1(A) is always between the maximum and minimum degree, we now get that
1(A)4 ∼s (2cn)4 with high probability by (a). Moreover, as the degree deviates from
2cn(1 + so(1)) with probability at most n−(log n) by (a) we get for the expectation that
E
(
1(A)4
) ∼s (2cn)4 ∼s 1(A)4. Therefore, by linearity of expectation we have that
E
(∑n
i=2 i (A)4
) = so (n4). Markov’s inequality now shows for all f (n) growing slightly
faster than the preceding so(n4)-term but still in so(n4) that
P
(
n∑
i=2
i (A)4f (n)
)
 so(n
4)
f (n)
= o(1)
and we get strong eigenvalue separation for L with high probability. 
Now we can efﬁciently certify negligible discrepancy with respect to a given constant 
of projection graphs.
Algorithm 19. Input is a 4-uniform hypergraphH = (V ,E).G = (V ,E) is the projection
onto two given coordinates of H.
1. Check almost regularity ofG. If the check fails, the algorithm stops with an inconclusive
answer. The check may proceed as follows: let d be the arithmetic mean of the degrees
dx for x ∈ V . Check if dx = d · (1+ so(1)) for all x.
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2. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G. Compute Tr(A4).
3. If Tr(A4) = d4 · (1 + so(1)) then the algorithm stops with a successful certiﬁcation.
Otherwise it fails with an inconclusive answer.
Step 3 of the above algorithm computes the trace ofA4. Since the entries ofA are integers,
one can easily compute A4 in exact arithmetic, and then sum up the diagonal entries. We
emphasize that the algorithm does not need to compute eigenvalues. A similar comment
applies to Algorithm 26 below.
To show the correctness of the algorithm, we assume that we have a projection G whose
discrepancy is not negligible. That is the discrepancy of G is (n) where (n) is not neg-
ligible. That is for any constant ε > 0 there are inﬁnitely many n such that (n)n/nε.The
subsequent consideration applies to constant ε > 0 and to those n violating negligibility of
(n). If G is not almost regular the algorithm will detect this and answer inconclusively. If
G is almost d-regular we can apply Fact 16 and get that (LG) is not negligible. Therefore
(LG)4 is not negligible, too. As all i (LG)4  0 we have that
∑n
i=2 i (LG)4  (LG)4
is not negligible. As 1(LG) = 1, we have that the matrix LG does not have strong Eigen-
value separation with respect to k = 4. By Lemma 17 we have thatAG does not have strong
Eigenvalue separation with respect to k = 4. By almost d-regularity using the characteri-
zation of 1(AG) from the proof of Lemma 17 we have that 1(AG)4 = d4 · (1 + so(1)).
Therefore we cannot have that Tr(A4G) = d4 · (1 + so(1)) and the algorithm can only
answer inconclusively, provided only that n is sufﬁciently large.
To show the completeness of the algorithm letH be a random hypergraph fromHGn,4,p.
Lemma 18(a) implies almost d-regularity with high probability. Therefore 1(AG) =
d · (1 + so(1)). With Lemma 18(b) we have that Tr(A4G) = d4 · (1 + so(1)) with high
probability and the algorithm certiﬁes this.
Weneed to certify discrepancy properties of random3-uniformhypergraphs.More specif-
ically, we need to certify discrepancy properties of projections onto 3 given coordinates of
a random 4-uniform hypergraph from HGn,4,p where p = c/n2. Let H = (V ,E) be a
standard 4-uniform hypergraph. When speaking of the projection of H onto coordinates
1, 2, and 3, we think ofH as a labelled 3-uniform hypergraphG = (V ,E′)with E as the set
of labels. Let l = (x1, x2, x3, x4) be a 4-tuple, then the labelled 3-tuple (x1, x2, x3)l ∈ E′ if
l ∈ E. Analogously to the projection onto two coordinates, each 3-tuple of the projection
corresponds to exactly one 4-tuple ofH.And by abuse of notation we write thatG = (V ,E)
is the projection onto coordinates 1, 2, and 3 of H. We identify each labelled 3-tuple of the
projection with the 4-tuple by which it is labelled.
Example 20. Let l = (x1, x2, x3, x4) and k = (x1, x2, x3, x5) . If l and k are two
different 4-tuples of H, the projection onto coordinates 1, 2, and 3 contains the two
3-tuples
(x1, x2, x3)l = (x1, x2, x3)k.
We restrict attention to the projection onto coordinates 1, 2 and 3 in the following discus-
sion. But of course everything can be done in the sameway for any other set of 3 coordinates.
LetH = (V ,E) be a 4-uniform hypergraph andG = (V ,E) be its projection onto the ﬁrst
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three coordinates. For X, Y, Z ⊆ V we deﬁne
eG(X, Y,Z) = |{(x, y, z, −) ∈ E|(x, y, z) is of type (X, Y, Z)}| .
For the notion of type we refer to the beginning of this Section 2.With n = |V | and e = |E|
we say that the projection G has negligible discrepancy with respect to  if for all X with
|X| = 	n, 	1− , and Y = V \X we have that
eG(X,X,X) ∼s 	3 · e, eG(X, Y,X) ∼s 	2(1− 	) · e, . . .
with the dots indicating the analogous statements for the remaining six possibilities of
placing X and Y into the three slots available, compare (1) and (2) for the case of labelled
projection graphs. For 1 i3 and x ∈ V we let dx,i = dx,i;G be the number of 4-tuples in
Ewhich have x in the ith slot. Given d = d(n), we say thatG is almost d-regular if and only
if dx,i = d · (1+ so(1)) for all x ∈ V and all i = 1, 2, 3. The notion of an adjacency matrix
is not known for hypergraphs like G and we cannot directly certify discrepancy properties.
Therefore we assign labelled product (multi-)graphs to G.
Deﬁnition 21 (Labelled product). LetG = (V ,E) be the projection onto coordinates 1, 2,
and 3 of the 4-uniform hypergraph H = (V ,E).
The labelled product ofGwith respect to the ﬁrst coordinate is the labelled (multi-)graph
P = (W, F ). The set of vertices of P isW = V × V .
To deﬁne the set of edges we ﬁrst need to specify the set of labels of edges. Let h =
(x0, x1, x2, x3) and k = (y0, y1, y2, y3) with h = k be two 4-tuples. The pair l = (h, k)
can serve as a label if x0 = y0.
Now we can deﬁne the set of edges F of P. We have that the edge labelled with l,
{(x1 , y1), (x2 , y2)}l ∈ F iff h, k ∈ E where l, h, and k are as above.
Of course, labelled products are deﬁned with respect to each of the three coordinates of
G in the same way. In the labelled product each labelled edge corresponds exactly to one
ordered pair of two different 4-tuples from E, ((x0, x1, x2, −), (y0, y1, y2, −)), where
x0 = y0. Note that by our deﬁnition of 4-tuples x1 = x2 and y1 = y2 and therefore
(x1, y1) = (x2, y2). By abuse of notation we sometimes denote edges in the product by
pairs of 4-tuples. The number of labelled edges of the product of G with respect to the ﬁrst
coordinate is
∑
x∈V dx,1;G · (dx,1;G − 1). And if the projection G is almost d-regular the
number of labelled edges of the product is
n · d · (d − 1) · (1+ so(1)) = n · d2 · (1+ so(1)) (4)
provided dn
 for an 
 > 0.
Example 22. Let h = (x0, x1, x2, x3) and k = (y0, y1, y2, y3) with x0 = y0 be two
different 4-tuples of H. Then l1 = (h, k) and l2 = (k, h) are two different labels. The
product P as above has the labelled edges
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2)}l1 and {(y1, x1), (y2, x2)}l2 .
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Note that it may well be that x1 = y1 and x2 = y2 in which case the unlabeled versions
of the two edges would be the same. But as h = k the fourth position of h and k must be
different and the labels are different. We never have a labelled edge in the product when
x1 = x2 or y1 = y2 due to our deﬁnition of 4-tuples.
As labelled products are labelled (multi-)graphs discrepancy notions analogous to those
for labelled projection graphs deﬁned above can be naturally introduced. For the sake of
completeness and deﬁniteness we state them explicitly for the labelled product. Let P =
(W, F ) be the labelled product of G = (V ,E) as deﬁned above. Let f = |F | , X ⊆ W ,
and Y = W\X. We denote the number of labelled edges of P with one endpoint in X and
the other endpoint in Y by e(X, Y ). That is
e(X, Y )= |{((x0,x1,x2, x3), (y0,y1,y2, y3))∈E×E|x0=y0∈V, (x1,y1)∈X,(x2,y2)∈Y
or vice versa, and (x0, x1, x2, x3) = (y0, y1, y2, y3)}|.
Similarly e(X) is the number of labelled edges with both endpoints from X, that is
e(X)= |{((x0, x1, x2, x3), (y0, y1, y2, y3))∈E×E|x0= y0 ∈ V, (x1, y1), (x2, y2) ∈ X,
and (x0, x1, x2, x3) = (y0, y1, y2, y3)}|.
We have for the number of vertices of the labelled product that |W | = n2. Contrary to
usual graphs not each unordered pair of vertices can occur as an edge of a labelled product.
If {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} is an edge we have that the xi are different and the yi , too. Thus,
disregarding the labels the number of edges possible altogether is n2(n− 1)2/2, instead of
the usual
(
n2
2
)
. These two values are strongly asymptotically equal. Now let X ⊆ W with
|X| = 	n2 where 	1−  for constant  > 0. Regardless of the structure of the set X
we have that the number of unordered pairs of vertices {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} ⊆ X which may
occur as an edge in the product graph is bounded from above by
(	n2
2
)
and from below by(	n2
2
) − 2n3. Again these two values are strongly asymptotically equal. This justiﬁes the
following deﬁnitions.
The edge density of P is  = f/(n22 ). Picking a set of two vertices from W, {(x1, y1),
(x2, y2)}, uniformly at random from all such sets,  is the expectation of the number of
labelled occurrences of this edge. P has discrepancy  with respect to  iff  is minimal
with the property that for all X ⊆ W with  · n2 |X|(1− ) · n2,
(1− ) ·  ·
(|X|
2
)
e(X)(1+ ) ·  ·
(|X|
2
)
and for Y = W\X
(1− ) ·  · |X| · |Y |e(X, Y )(1+ ) ·  · |X| · |Y |.
The notion of negligible discrepancy is deﬁned as in (1) and (2). Theorem 23 is an adaptation
of Theorem 3.2 in [27].
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Theorem 23. Let 
 > 0, d = d(n)n
, and let H = (V ,E) be a 4-uniform hypergraph
with |V | = n. Let G be the labelled projection onto coordinates 1, 2 and 3 of H. Assume
that G and H have the following properties.
1. G is almost d-regular.
2. The labelled projection graphs of H onto any two of the coordinates 1, 2, and 3 have
negligible discrepancy with respect to  > 0.
3. The labelled product of G with respect to the ﬁrst coordinate has negligible discrepancy
with respect to 2. The same statement holds for the labelled product of G with respect
to the second coordinate and for the product with respect to the third coordinate.
Then the labelled projection G has negligible discrepancy with respect to .
Proof. Let |E| = e and let X ⊆ V with |X| = 	 · n where 	(1− ), and Y = V \X.
We need to show that eG(X,X,X) ∼s 	3 · e. Let G1 = (V ,E) be the labelled projection
of H onto the coordinates 2 and 3 and let P = (W, F ) with W = V × V be the labelled
product of G with respect to coordinate 1. For z ∈ V let
az = |{(z, x1, x2, −) ∈ E|x1, x2 ∈ X}| .
Now for the number of edges inside X ×X of P we get
eP (X ×X)= ∑
z∈V
az(az − 1)
= ∑
z∈X
az(az − 1)+ ∑
z∈Y
az(az − 1)
= ∑
z∈X
a2z +
∑
z∈Y
a2z −
∑
z∈V
az. (5)
For the third term of the preceding sum we have from negligible discrepancy of G1 that∑
z∈V
az = eG1(X) ∼s 	2 · e.
Each of the two remaining terms is minimized when each az is the arithmetic mean of the
az’s. By this we get as |X| = 	n that the ﬁrst term is
 (eG(X,X,X))
2
	n
and as |Y | = (1− 	)n that the second term is
 (eG(Y,X,X))
2
(1− 	)n .
From negligible discrepancy of P we get that
eP (X ×X) ∼s 	4nd2
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as |F | ∼s nd2 (cf. (4)). Altogether we get with (5) that
	4 · n · d2 ∼s eP (X ×X)
 eG(X,X,X)
2
	n
+ eG(Y,X,X)
2
(1− 	)n − 	
2 · e · (1+ so(1)).
As e ∼s nd and dn
 we get
	4nd2(1+ so(1)) eG(X,X,X)
2
	n
+ eG(Y,X,X)
2
(1− 	)n . (6)
As eG(X,X,X)+ eG(Y,X,X) = eG1(X) ∼s 	2 · e, the preceding sum is minimized when
eG(X,X,X) ∼s 	 · 	2 · e, eG(Y,X,X) ∼s (1− 	) · 	2 · e.
And in fact eG(X,X,X) and eG(Y,X,X) must have these values. This can be seen as
follows, if
eG(X,X,X) = (	+ )	2e then eG(Y,X,X) = (1− 	− )	2e,
then using e ∼s nd we get
eG(X,X,X)
2
	n
+ eG(Y,X,X)
2
(1− 	)n
∼s
(
(	+ )2
	
+ (1− 	− )
2
(1− 	)
)
	4nd2
=
(
	2 + 2	+ 2
	
+ (1− 	)
2 − 2(1− 	)+ 2
1− 	
)
	4nd2
=
(
1+ 
2
	
+ 
2
1− 	
)
	4nd2.
By (6) we must have that
	4nd2(1+ so(1))
(
1+ 
2
	
+ 
2
1− 	
)
	4nd2
and as 	1 − ,  constant, we must have 2 = so(1) and thus  = so(1). The
remaining cases to be dealtwith analogously are e(X,X,X) and e(X, Y,X), and e(X,X,X)
and e(X,X, Y ). Here we need to consider the product with respect to the second and third
coordinate. As X and Y are arbitrary subsets negligible discrepancy of G holds. 
Lemma 24. Let H = (V ,E) be a random hypergraph from HGn,4,p where p = c/n2
and c is sufﬁciently large. Let G be the labelled projection of H onto the coordinates 1, 2,
and 3. Let P = (W, F ) be the labelled product with respect to the ﬁrst coordinate of G.
Then we have
(a) P is almost d-regular where d = 2 · c2 · n with probability 1− n−(log log n).
(b) The adjacency matrix AP has strong eigenvalue separation with respect to k = 6.
Analogous claims apply to any other suitable set of coordinates.
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Proof. (a)We consider the vertex (x1, y1) ∈ W . First, assume that x1 = y1.We introduce
the random variables,
Xz = |{(z, x1, −, −) ∈ E}|, Yz = |{(z, y1, −, −) ∈ E}|
X′z = |{(z, −, x1, −) ∈ E}|, Y ′z = |{(z, −, y1, −) ∈ E}|
and ﬁnally
D =∑
z
Xz · Yz + ∑
z
X′z · Y ′z.
Then D is the degree of the vertex (x1, y1) in the labelled product P. We get that E(Xz) =
c − O(1/n).As Xz and Yz are independent, E(Xz · Yz) = c2 − O(1/n). This gives
E(D) = 2c2n(1 + O(1/n)).
As the random variablesXz ·Yz are independent for different z’s, we can apply Hoeffding’s
bound, [33, p. 104, Theorem 7].
Fact 25 (Hoeffding’s bound). Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables with
aXib for all i and  = E
(∑
i Xi
)
. Then we have
P
(∣∣∣∣
(
n∑
i=1
Xi
)
− 
∣∣∣∣  · n
)
2exp
(
− 2(n)
2
n(b − a)2
)
.
In our casewe have that 0  Xz ·Yzn2 and the direct application of this bound to the sum
of theXz ·Yz makes no sense. Therefore we ﬁrst show that with probability 1−n−(log log n)
all Xz, Yz  log n. Subsequently Hoeffding’s bound is applied after conditioning on this
high probability event. As Xz follows the binomial distribution with parameters m =
(n− 2)(n− 3)  n2 and p = c/n2 we have, using (n2
l
)
(en2/l)l, that for l log n
P(Xz l)
(
n2
l
)( c
n2
)l
n−(log log n).
Conditioning on the event that Xz, Yz,X′z, Y ′z log n for all z, we get from Fact 25 for
constant 0 < 
 < 1/2 that
P
(∣∣∣∣
(∑
z
Xz · Yz
)
− c2 · n
∣∣∣∣  1n
 · n
)
e−
(
n

′)
for an 
′ > 0.The same argument applies to
∑
z X
′
z ·Y ′z andwe get thatD = 2c2n·(1+so(1))
with probability 1−n−(log log n).As we have n(n−1) possible vertices altogether the claim
follows for all vertices (x1, y1) with x1 = y1.
Now assume that x1 = y1. We get that
D =∑
z
Xz · (Xz − 1) + ∑
z
X′z · (X′z − 1)
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is the degree of (x1, y1). With m = (n − 2)(n − 3) the random variable Xz follows the
binomial distribution with parameters m and p. As mp(1 − p) =Var(Xz) = E(X2z ) −
(E(Xz))2 we get that E(X2z ) = c2 + c + O(1/n). Therefore
E(Xz(Xz − 1)) = c2 + O(1/n)
and we can argue as in the ﬁrst case.
(b) Let AP be the adjacency matrix of P. We apply the same technique as in the proof of
Lemma 18(b) but with closed walks of length 6 instead of 4. Given the ﬁxed vertex (x1, y1)
of the product graph.We need to bound the expected number of ordered sequences of pairs
of 4-tuples like
(h1, k1), (h2, k2), (h3, k3), (h4, k4), (h5, k5), (h6, k6) ⊆ E
where for each i we have that hi = (zi, xi, xi+1,−) and ki = (zi, yi, yi+1,−) or hi =
(zi, xi+1, xi,−) and ki = (zi, yi+1, yi,−) and x7 = x1, y7 = y1. In case all the hi, ki
are distinct we can bound this expectation by n4 · (2c2)6 + so(n4). This is easy to see
decomposing the random variable of the number of paths as a sum of indicators. A given
path is present with probability (c/n2)12 as we need 12 4-tuples. The number of possibilities
for the number of paths altogether can be bounded from above by 26 · n28 : ﬁrst, pick the
xi, yi for 2 i6 then the zi for 1 i6, then the (n2)6 vertices for the 4th coordinate, and
ﬁnally the direction for the xi, xi+1, yi, yi+1 in each 4-tuple. Multiplying the preceding
values with the probability gives a bound of (2c2)6n4. In case that the hi, ki are not all
distinct we get a bound of so(n4). For example when h1 = h3 we have a probability of
(c/n2)11 and the number of choices is only 26n24 and the product clearly is so(n4). There
are some more cases like this to consider, which however always give an expectation of
so(n4). In [22] one can ﬁnd these details.As (x1, y1) is ﬁxed in the preceding consideration
(and this is important for the method to work out) we ﬁnally get for the expected number
of closed walks of length 6 that E(Tr(A6P )) = (2c2n)6 + so(n6). Using (a) we get that
E(1(AP ))6 = (2c2n)6(1 + so(1)) and we can argue totally analogous to the proof of
Lemma 18(b). 
The following algorithm certiﬁes negligible discrepancy of labelled products of labelled
projections onto three coordinates of 4-uniform hypergraphs.
Algorithm 26. The input is a 4-uniform hypergraph H = (V ,E). Let G = (V ,E) be the
projection of H onto the coordinates 1, 2, and 3 and let P be the product of G with respect
to the ﬁrst coordinate.
1. Check if there is a suitable d such that P is almost d-regular. That is check if dx,i =
d(1+ so(1)) for all vertices (x, y) of the product where x, y ∈ V .
2. Check if Tr
(
A6P
) = d6 · (1+ so(1)) where AP is the adjacency matrix of P.
3. If all checks are positive then certify negligible discrepancy of the labelled product P.
Otherwise the algorithm fails with an inconclusive answer.
If the algorithm gives a positive answer then the correctness follows as in the proof of
the correctness of Algorithm 19. The completeness of the algorithm for HGn,p,4 follows
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from the preceding lemma. Concerning the products with respect to the other coordinates
of G the analogous algorithm works.
The next algorithm certiﬁes negligible discrepancy of the labelled projection onto 3
coordinates of a 4-uniform hypergraph.
Algorithm 27. The input is a 4-uniform hypergraph H = (V ,E). Let G = (V ,E) be the
projection of H onto the coordinates 1, 2, and 3.
1. Check if there is a suitable dnε such that G is almost d-regular.
2. Apply Algorithm 19 to the three labelled projections of G.
3. ApplyAlgorithm 26 to the labelled products with respect to coordinate 1, 2, and 3 of G.
4. If all checks are positive then certify negligible discrepancy of the labelled projection
G. Otherwise the algorithm fails with an inconclusive answer.
The correctness of the algorithm followswithTheorem23.The completeness forHGn,p,4
p = c/n2 followswith the completeness ofAlgorithm 19,Algorithm 26, and Lemma 18(a).
Now we can state the algorithms proving Proposition 7.
Algorithm 28. The input is a 4-SAT instance F. Let H = (V ,E) be the hypergraph asso-
ciated to the subset of clauses which consist of non-negated variables only and let H ′ =
(V ,E′) be the analogous hypergraph for the set of clauses of F consisting only of negated
literals.
1. Use Algorithm 27 to check that the labelled projection of H onto coordinates 1, 2, 3 has
negligible discrepancy.
2. Use Algorithm 27 to check that the labelled projection of H onto coordinates 2, 3, 4 has
negligible discrepancy.
3. Do the same as 1 and 2 for H ′.
4. If all checks have been successful, then certify that |Ta| ∼s (1/2)n and |Fa| ∼s (1/2)n
for any satisfying assignment a, where n is the number of variables of F.
To show the correctness let F be any 4-SAT instance such that the algorithm is successful.
Let a be an assignment with |Fa| = (1/2)·n·(1+ )where  = (n) > 0 is not negligible
in the sense of the beginning of this Section 2 (for example  = 1/ log n). From Step 1
we know that the fraction of 4-tuples of H of type (Fa, Fa, Fa, −) is ((1/2) · (1 + ))3 ·
(1 + so(1)). Under the assumption that a satisﬁes F, the empty slot is ﬁlled with a variable
from Ta . Therefore the fraction of 4-tuples of H of type (−, Fa, Fa, Ta) must be at least
((1/2) · (1 + ))3 · (1 + so(1)). From Step 2 we know however that the fraction of 4-tuples
of H of type (−, Fa, Fa, Ta) is ((1/2) · (1 + ))2 · (1/2)(1− ). As  is not negligible we
have a contradiction and the assumption Fa(1/2) · n · (1 + ) cannot hold. In the same
way we can exclude assignments with more variables set to true than false because Step 3
is successful. Therefore the algorithm is correct.
For randomFormn,4,p the constructed hypergraphs are randomhypergraphsHGn,4,p and
the completeness of Algorithm 27 implies the completeness of the preceding algorithm.
Concerning Parity Theorem 1, Proposition 8(a), we consider the following
algorithm.
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Algorithm 29. The input is a 4-SAT instance F.
1. Invoke Algorithm 28.
2. Let H be the hypergraph associated to the clauses of F consisting only of non-negated
variables.
3. Certify that all four-labelled projections onto any three different coordinates of H have
negligible discrepancy (w.r.t. a suitable  > 0). Use Algorithm 27 .
4. Certify that all six-labelled projections onto any two coordinates of H have negligible
discrepancy. Use Algorithm 19.
5. Announce successful certiﬁcation of the property of Proposition 8 if all preceding
algorithms are successful. Give an inconclusive answer otherwise.
The correctness of the algorithm follows because for a satisfying assignment a we get a
fraction of (1/8) · (1 + so(1)) of the 4-tuples of H of each of the following types,
(Fa, Fa, Fa, − ), (Fa, Fa, , − , Fa), (Fa, − , Fa, Fa), (− , Fa, Fa, Fa).
This follows from Steps 1 and 3. The unspeciﬁed position must be ﬁlled with Ta . Similarly
we must get a fraction of (1/8) · (1 + so(1)) of the 4-tuples of H of each of the types
(Ta, Ta, Ta, − ), (Ta, Ta, − , Ta), (Ta, − , Ta, Ta), (− , Ta, Ta, Ta).
Negligible discrepancy of the labelled projection graphs implies that the vacant slot must
be ﬁlled with an Fa and the algorithm is correct. Completeness follows easily from our
previous considerations.
Proposition 8(b) is proved totally analogously as is Proposition 9 and the propositions
from Section 2.1 are all proved.
A concluding remark on asymptotics. The algorithms as stated by now explicitly or
implicitly contain some unspeciﬁed so(1)-terms. Of course, to run the algorithms concrete
terms need to be speciﬁed. For n sufﬁciently large the algorithms then are correct regardless
of the concrete so(1)-terms plugged in.When the property certiﬁed contains an so(1)-term
this term depends on the term plugged into the algorithm. In order to have completeness
of the algorithms, we cannot pick any so(1)-terms to plug in, but must assure that they are
not too small. We can derive suitable terms from the proofs of the probabilistic theorems:
Proposition 6, Lemmas 18 and 24.
3. Deciding satisﬁability in polynomial expected time
Weassume thatm2c04knk/2 for some large constant c0.The algorithmDecideSAT for
Theorem 2 exploits the following connection between the k-SAT problem and themaximum
independent set problem, which has been established in [22]. Given any k-SAT instance F,
letGF = (Vark/2, EF ) be the graph associated with the set of clauses of Fwhich consist of
positive literals only (cf. the notation section at the end of the introduction for the precise
deﬁnition). Similarly, let G′F = (Vark/2, E′F ) be the graph associated with the set of all
clauses of F that consist of negative literals only. We let  = nk/2. Let 	(G) denote the
independence number of the graph G. The following lemma has been established in [22];
we include the proof for completeness.
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Lemma 30. If F is satisﬁable, then max{	(GF ), 	(G′F )}2−k/2.
Proof. Let  : Var → {true, false} be an assignment that satisﬁes F. Let VT = −1(true)
and VF = −1(false). Set A = V k/2T and B = V k/2F . Since  is a satisfying assignment,
A is an independent set inG′F , andB is an independent set inGF . Furthermore, if |VT | |VF |,
then |A|(n/2)k/2 = 2−k/2, and if |VF | > |VT |, then |B|(n/2)k/2 = 2−k. Thus,
max{	(GF ), 	(G′F )}2−k/2, as claimed. 
We call a clause all-positive if it does not contain any negated variables. Obviously, the
expected number of all-positive clauses in F = Formn,k,m is 2−km. Since some of the
all-positive clauses induce the same edge in GF , in order to estimate |EF | we need the
following slight modiﬁcation of [13, Lemma 26].
Lemma 31. Let F ∈ Formn,k,m be a random formula. Suppose that 2k · nk/2mnk−1.
Then with probability at least 1− exp(−(m)) we have min{|EF |, |E′F |}2−k−1 ·m.
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, we modify the proof given in [13] slightly. We shall
prove thatwith probability 1−exp(−(m)) the graphGF enjoys the following properties.
(The bound on the probability of the ﬁrst event is already implicit in [22].)
1. The number P(F) of all-positive clauses in F is at least (1− ε)2−km.
2. Let F = 	1 ∧ · · · ∧ 	m. Let J (F ) be the set of indices i of all-positive clauses 	i such
that there is an index j = i such that 	j is all-positive and 	i , 	j give rise to the same
edge of GF . LetM(F) = |J (F )|. ThenM(F) < ε2−km.
Since |EF |P(F)−M(F), in the case that 1 and 2 hold we have |E(GF )|(1−3ε)2−km,
as desired.
In order to prove that the ﬁrst property holds with sufﬁciently high probability, note
that the number of all-positive clauses is binomially distributed with expectation 2−km. By
Chernoff bounds, P(P (F ) < (1− ε)2−km) exp(−ε22−k−1m).
To bound the probability that the second property is violated, we consider Form(n, k,m)
as a product space 1 × · · · × m, where each i is a random clause. First, we estimate
E(M(F)). Let F = 	1∧· · ·∧	m. If i = j are ﬁxed, then the probability that both 	i and 	j
are all-positive and give rise to the same edge ofGF is at most 2 ·4−k(n)−1k . Sincemnk−1,
E(M(F)) < ε2−k−2m.Furthermore, if two formulasF1, F2 differ only in the jth clause, then
|M(F1)−M(F2)|2. Moreover, let r > 0, and assume that the formula F = 	1∧· · ·∧	m
satisﬁes M(F)r . Then, there is a subset J0 ⊂ J (F ) of cardinality at most r + 1, such
that the following holds. For any formula F ′ = 1 ∧ · · · ∧ m satisfying j = 	j for all
j ∈ J0, we haveM(F ′)r . Set (r) = 4(r + 1). Then, Talagrand’s inequality [34, p. 40]
entails P
(
M(F) > 2E(M(F))+ t)2 exp (− t24(2E(M(F))+t)) . Setting t = ε2−k−1m, we
obtain P(M(F) > ε2−km) exp(−ε2−km/100). 
In order to certify that a random formula F = Formn,k,m is unsatisﬁable, the algorithm
proposed in [22] proceeds as follows. First, it computes the graphs GF and G′F . Then,
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using spectral techniques, it computes an upper bound on the independence numbers of
these graphs. If this upper bound is < 2−k/2, then the algorithm outputs “unsatisﬁable”,
which is correct due to Lemma30.However, if the upper bound on the independence number
is 2−k/2, then the algorithm outputs “don’t know”, i.e. gives an inconclusive answer.
Feige and Ofek [19] pursue a similar approach, but improve on the spectral techniques.
To obtain an algorithm that gives the correct answer on all input formulas (either “satis-
ﬁable” or “unsatisﬁable”) in polynomial expected time, we replace the spectral techniques
used in [22,19] with the the Lovász number ϑ. The Lovász number is a semideﬁnite pro-
gramming relaxation of the independence number, so thatϑ(G)	(G) for all graphsG, and
ϑ(G) can be computed in polynomial time within any precision [29]. The advantage of the
Lovász number compared to eigenvalues is that on random graphs, ϑ is tightly concentrated
about its mean (cf. [10, Theorem1]). More precisely, the algorithm DecideSAT is based
on the following lemma concerning the Lovász number of random graphs.
Lemma 32. There are a constants c, c′ > 0 such that the following holds. Suppose that
c/p0.99. Then, for any  > 1/2we have
P(ϑ(G,p)c′(/p)1/2)30 exp
(
− 
2
5c′(/p)1/2 + 10
)
.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [10, Theorems 1 and 4]. 
Furthermore, we will make use of the monotonicity of the Lovász number (cf. [29]).
Let G and H be graphs with the same vertex set. If all edges that are present in
G are also present in H, then ϑ(G)ϑ(H).
(7)
The following algorithm DecideMIS, which will output “typical”, if the independence
number of the input graph is “small”, and “not typical” otherwise, is based on ideas from
[13,38]. The difference between the algorithm below and [38] is that we replace the spectral
techniques in [38] by the Lovász number. The new aspect compared to [13] is that we show
that the procedure applies to sparse formulas with m = O(nk/2) as well.
Algorithm 33. DecideMIS(G)
Input:A graph G of order . Output: Either “typical” or “not typical”.
1. If ϑ(G) < 2−k/2−1, then terminate with output “typical”.
2. If there is no subset S of V, |S| = k2−k/c1, such that |V \ (S ∪ N(S))| > 2−k/2−1,
then output “typical” and terminate. Here c1 denotes some sufﬁciently large constant.
3. Check whether in G there is an independent set of size 2−k/2. If this is not the case,
then output “typical”. Otherwise, output “not typical”.
Proposition 34. Let F = Formn,k,m. If DecideMIS(GF ) outputs “typical”, then
	(GF ) < 2−k/2. Moreover, the probability that DecideMIS(GF ) outputs “not typi-
cal” is < exp(−). The expected running time of DecideMIS(GF ) is polynomial. By
symmetry, similar statements hold for G′F .
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Proof. Let G be any graph. We shall ﬁrst prove that DecideMIS(G) will output “not
typical” if 	(G)2−k/2. Thus, assume that T ⊂ V is an independent set of order 2−k/2.
Since ϑ(G)	(G)2−k/2, DecideMIS will execute Step 2. Further, eventually Step 2
will encounter a set S ⊂ T , and then |V \ (S∪N(S))| |T \ S| > 2−k/2−1. Consequently,
DecideMIS(G) will run Step 3 and output “not typical”.
As for the running time, let F = Formn,k,m. Let
E˜ = {{(v1, . . . , vk/2) , (w1, · · · , wk/2)}|v1, . . . , vk/2, w1, . . . , wk/2
are pairwise distinct}.
Then |E˜| = (n)k/2, and EF ⊂ E˜. Given an integer  > 0, we let G˜, be the set of all
graphs G = (V ,E) such that E ⊂ E˜ and |E| =  equipped with the uniform distribution;
by abuse of language, G˜, also denotes such a graph G = (V ,E) chosen uniformly at
random. Then, conditioned on EF = , the graph GF ∈ G˜, is uniformly distributed.
Thus, we are to analyze the running time of DecideMIS on input G˜,. To this end, we
would like to use Lemma 32. Therefore, we ﬁrst show that the constrained random graph
G˜, is “sufﬁciently similar” to a binomial random graph G,p, for suitable  and p. By
Lemma 31, we may assume that 2−k−1mc02k. Indeed, by the monotonicity of the
Lovász number (7), we may assume that  = c02k. Let p = 2−2 = c02k+1/, and
set  = 2−2−k/2. By Lemma 32, there is a constant c2 > 0 such that, choosing c0 large
enough, we have
P(ϑ(G,p2−k/2−1)  P(ϑ(G,p)c2c−1/20 2−k/2 + )
 30 exp
(
− 
2
5c−1/20 c22−k/2 + 10
)
 exp
(
− 
45 · 2k/2
)
. (8)
Since
P(G,p ∈ G˜,) = P(|E(G,p)| = ) · P(G, ∈ G˜,)
 −1
(
(n)k/2

)(
nk/2

)−1
 exp(−o()), (9)
the estimate (8) yields
P(ϑ(G˜,)2−k/2−1) exp(−2−k/2/50). (10)
Using (10), we can now estimate the expected time that DecideMIS spends on executing
Step 2. Indeed, running Step 2 consumes time
(

k2−k/c1
)

(
ec12k
k
)k2−k/c1
 exp
(
k2
c12k
)
< exp(2−k/2/50),
up to polynomial factors. Thus, (10) entails that the expected time spent executing Step 2
is polynomial.
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With respect to Step 3, assuming that c0 is sufﬁciently large and invoking (9) once more,
we claim that the probability that we have to run Step 3 is at most
(

k2−k/c1
)(

2−k/2−1
)
(1− p)k2−1−3k/22/c1 exp(o()).
For (

k2−k/c1
)(

2−k/2−1
)
(1− p)k2−1−3k/22/c1
is an upper bound on the probability that in G,p there is a set S of vertices with |S| =
2−k/2−1 and a set T of vertices, |T | = k2−k/c1, such that there is no S-T-edge. Moreover,
P(G,p ∈ G˜,) exp(−o()) by (9).
Thus, since running Step 3 consumes time
( 
2−k/2
)
, up to a polynomial factor, the expected
time spent on executing Step 3 is at most(

2−k/2
)(

k2−k/c1
)(

2−k/2−1
)
(1− p)k2−1−3k/22/c1 exp(o())

(

2−k/2
)3
exp
(
o()− c0k2−k/2/c1
)

(
e2k/2
)2−k/2
exp
(
o()− c0k2−k/2/c1
)
 exp
(
2−k/2 (1+ k/2+ o(1)− c0k/c1)
)
 exp
(
−2−k/2
)
= o(1),
up to a polynomial factor.
Finally, the probability that there is an independent set of order 2−k/2 is at most
2(1+o(1))(1− p)2−k−12 exp(− 2−k) < exp(−), as desired. 
The algorithm DecideSAT(F ) simply applies DecideMIS to both GF and G′F .
Algorithm 35. DecideSAT(F )
Input:A k-SAT formula F over Var.
Output: Either a satisfying assignment of F or “unsatisﬁable”.
1. If both DecideMIS(GF ) and DecideMIS(G′F ) answer “typical”, then terminate with
output “unsatisﬁable”.
2. Enumerate all 2n assignments of Var and look for a satisfying one.
Proof of Theorem 2. LetFbe a satisﬁable k-SAT formula.Then, combiningLemma30 and
Proposition 34, we conclude that either DecideMIS(GF ) or DecideMIS(G′F ) answers
“not typical”, whence Step 2 of DecideSAT(F ) ﬁnds a satisfying assignment. Further-
more, Proposition 34 implies that the expected running time of DecideSAT(Formn,k,m)
with n, k,m as in the theorem is polynomial. 
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4. Approximating random MAX 2-SAT
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 3 and 4. First we present our algorithm
ApxM2S and prove Theorem 3 assuming Theorem 4. Then, in Section 4.2, we carry out the
proof of Theorem 4. As before, we let Var = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of n Boolean variables.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 3: the Algorithm ApxM2S
The algorithm ApxM2S is based on a SDP-relaxation of MAX 2-SAT from Goemans
and Williamson [25]. Given unit vectors v0, . . . , vn ∈ Rn+1, we set
xi∨xj (v0, . . . , vn)=
1+ 〈v0, vi〉
4
+ 1+ 〈v0, vj 〉
4
+ 1− 〈vi, vj 〉
4
xi∨x¯j (v0, . . . , vn)=
1+ 〈v0, vi〉
4
+ 1− 〈v0, vj 〉
4
+ 1+ 〈vi, vj 〉
4
x¯i∨xj (v0, . . . , vn)=
1− 〈v0, vi〉
4
+ 1+ 〈v0, vj 〉
4
+ 1+ 〈vi, vj 〉
4
x¯i∨x¯j (v0, . . . , vn)=
1− 〈v0, vi〉
4
+ 1− 〈v0, vj 〉
4
+ 1− 〈vi, vj 〉
4
,
for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Let F = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm ∈ Formn,2,m be an instance of MAX 2-SAT.
Then the following semideﬁnite program
SMS(F)=max
m∑
i=1
Ci (v0, . . . , vn) s.t. ‖vi‖ = 1, vi ∈ Rn+1 (i = 0, 1, . . . , n)
(11)
provides an upper bound on the maximum number of satisﬁable clauses [25].
Algorithm 36. ApxM2S(F)
Input:An instance F ∈ Formn,2,m of MAX 2-SAT. Output:An assignment of x1, . . . , xn.
1. Construct an assignment x∗1 , . . . , x∗n that satisﬁes at least 3m/4 clauses (this can be
achieved deterministically in polynomial time, see e.g. [39, p. 301f]).
2. Compute SMS(F). If SMS(F)3m/4 + c1√mn, then output the assignment
(x∗1 , . . . , x∗n) for all i and terminate. Here c1 denotes a suitable constant.
3. Enumerate all 2n assignments of x1, . . . , xn and output an optimal solution.
Proof of Theorem 3 (assuming Theorem 4). Suppose that c0nmn2 for some large
constant c0. To prove that ApxM2S(Formn,2,m) guarantees the approximation ratio stated in
the theorem,wemay assume that Step 2 of ApxM2S terminates. Then there is no assignment
satisfying more than 3m/4+c1√mn clauses, because SMS is a relaxation of MAX 2-SAT.
Thus, since
3m/4
3m/4+ c1√mn1− c2
√
n
m
for some constant c2, ApxM2S achieves the desired approximation ratio.
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As for the expected running time, note that the ﬁrst two steps are polynomial, because
SMS can be computed efﬁciently [25,29]. By Theorem 4, the probability that we have to
run Step 3 is< exp(−n), whence the expected time spent on executing Step 3 is o(1). 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4: the bound on SMS(Formn,2,m)
In order to prove Theorem 4, it is instrumental to observe that SMS(Formn,2,m) is
concentrated about its mean.
Lemma 37. Let  = E(SMS(Formn,2,m)). Then for any t > 0 we have
P(|SMS(Formn,2,m)− | > t)2 exp(−t2/(32m)).
Proof. Observe that for all possible 2-SAT clauses C and all families of unit vectors
v0, . . . , vn we have
|C(v0, . . . , vn)|2. (12)
Them entries C1, . . . , Cm of Formn,2,m are independent random variables. By (12), chang-
ing only one entry Ci affects the value of SMS by at most 4. Consequently, the assertion
follows fromAzuma’s inequality (e.g. [34, pp. 37–39]). 
Given F ∈ Formn,2,m, let a00 = b00 = 0, and for i, j = 1, . . . , n let
a0j = a0j (F)= number of occurrences of x¯j in F
b0j = b0j (F)= number of occurrences of xj in F
aij = aij (F)= number of occurrences of xi ∨ xj , xj ∨ xi , x¯i ∨ x¯j , or x¯j ∨ x¯i in F
bij = bij (F)= number of occurrences of x¯i ∨ xj , x¯j ∨ xi , xi ∨ x¯j ,
or xj ∨ x¯i in F . (13)
Restating (11) in terms of the above coefﬁcients yields
SMS(F) = max 1
4
∑
0 i<jn
aij (1− 〈vi, vj 〉)+ bij (1+ 〈vi, vj 〉), (14)
where the max is taken over unit vectors v0, . . . , vn ∈ Rn+1. Note that∑nj=1(a0j +b0j ) =
2m, and that
∑
1 i<jn aij + bij = m. Therefore, we can split the objective function in
(14) as follows:∑
0 i<jn
aij (1− 〈vi, vj 〉)+ bij (1+ 〈vi, vj 〉)
= ∑
0 i<jn
(aij + bij )+
n∑
j=1
(b0j − a0j )〈vi, vj 〉 + ∑
1 i<jn
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉
3m+
n∑
j=1
|a0j − b0j | + ∑
1 i<jn
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉
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3m+
n∑
j=1
|a0j − E(a0j )| +
n∑
j=1
|b0j − E(b0j )|
+ ∑
1 i<jn
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉. (15)
The ﬁrst two sums in (15) are easily dealt with.
Lemma 38. With probability 99/100 we have
n∑
j=1
|a0j − E(a0j )| +
n∑
j=1
|b0j − E(b0j )|200
√
mn.
Proof. The random variables a0j (Formn,2,m), b0j (Formn,2,m) are binomially distributed
with expectation m/n and variance m/n. Therefore, by Cauchy–Schwarz
E
n∑
j=1
|a0j − E(a0j )| = nE|a01 − E(a01)|nVar(a01)1/2√mn.
The assertion follows from Markov’s inequality. 
To bound the last sum in (15), let cij = bij − aij , let C = (cij )i,j=1,...,n, and consider
the semideﬁnite program
SQP(F)=max ∑
1 i<jn
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉 s.t. ‖vi‖ = 1, vi ∈ Rn (i = 1, . . . , n);
observe that we only need to optimize over v1, . . . , vn ∈ Rn (instead of Rn+1), because the
vector space spanned by a family of n vectors has dimension n. The dual semideﬁnite
program reads
DSQP(F) = min〈1, u〉 s.t. C + Z − diag(u)0, (16)
where the min is taken over n × n-positive semideﬁnite matrices Z and n-dimensional
vectors u (cf. [32, p. 14]). By weak SDP duality, SQP(F)DSQP(F). Moreover, (16) can
be restated as an eigenvalue minimization problem (cf. [32, p. 32]):
SQP(F)DSQP(F) = min
u⊥1 n1(C + diag(u))n1(C), (17)
where the last inequality follows by just setting u = 0. As we shall see below, in the case
of “dense” formulas (m/n ln(n)20, say), it is relatively easy to bound the probable value
of SMS(Formn,2,m) via Lemma 38 and (17). However, the sparse case (m/n < ln(n)20)
requires additional care, because in contrast to the dense case, the largest eigenvalues of
sparse random symmetric matrices are not strongly separated (cf. [37]).
Sparse formulas. In the sequel we assume that c0nmn ln(n)20, where c0 denotes
a sufﬁciently large constant. In addition to Formn,2,m we shall consider the probability
space Formn,2,p, where p = p(n) = m/(4n(n− 1)), cf. the end of the introduction for the
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deﬁnition. For a random set F = Formn,2,p of clauses, we let #F denote the number of
clauses occurring in F . Given F = Formn,2,p, we can deﬁne SMS(F), SQP(F) as well as
the coefﬁcients aij = aij (F), bij = bij (F) as above. In order to bound the probable value
of SMS(Formn,2,p), we need the following lemma.
Lemma 39. Let c0/np lnO(1)(n)/n for some large constant c0 > 0.Let (aij )1 i<jn
be a family of random variables such that p = P(aij = 1) = 1−P(aij = 0).Moreover, set
aji = aij and aii = 0 for 1 i < jn. Then, for each constant c1 > 1 there is a constant
c2 > 0 such that the following three statements hold whp.
1. Let V ′ = {v ∈ {1, . . . , n}| ∑nw=1 avw > c1np}. Then, |V ′|n exp(−np/c2).
2. Set V ′′ = {1, . . . , n} \V ′ and A′ = (aij )i,j∈V ′′ . For all unit vectors  ⊥ 1, ‖A′‖
c2
√
np.
3. If W ⊂ V ′′ is a set of cardinality (1 − (np)−10)n, then the minor A′′ = (aij )i,j∈W
satisﬁes ‖A′′1− np1‖c2n√p.
Lemma39 is a variant of [19,Theorem1]. In order tomake this papermore self-contained,
we give a proof in Section 4.3, though it is not very difﬁcult to derive the lemma from the
arguments in [19] (cf. Remark 46 for more detailed comments). Using Lemma 39, we can
prove the following bound on SQP(Formn,2,p).
Lemma 40. There is a constant c′′ > 0 such that P
(
SQP(Formn,2,p)c′′
√
mn
)
19/20.
Proof. Let ε > 0 be a small constant. Let V ′ be the set of all indices j such that
max{a0j , b0j }(1 + ε)m/n, and let n′ = |V ′|. The random variables a0j , b0j are
binomially distributed. Therefore, by Chernoff bounds [34, p. 26], P(max{a0j , b0j } >
(1+ ε)m/n)2 exp(−ε2m/(3n)). Consequently, by Markov’s inequality, we have
P(n′(1− )n)49/50, (18)
where  = 100 exp(−ε2m/(3n)). Let
M = max ∑
1 i<jn, (i,j) ∈V ′×V ′
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉
and
M ′ = max ∑
1 i<jn, (i,j)∈V ′×V ′
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉,
where the max is taken over n-dimensional unit vectors v1, . . . , vn both times, i.e. M and
M ′ are semideﬁnite programs. Then SQPM +M ′.
We claim that
P
(
M2
√
mn
)
97/100. (19)
In order to prove (19), note that∑
i<j, (i,j) ∈V ′×V ′
(bij − aij )〈vi, vj 〉T = ∑
i<j, (i,j) ∈V ′×V ′
|bij − aij |,
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for any choice of unit vectors v1, . . . , vn. Hence, MT . To bound T, let F = Formn,2,p,
and consider the graph G = G(F) = (W,E), where W = {1, . . . , n} and E = E(F) =
{{i, j}| |aij − bij | = 1}. Since F = Formn,2,p is a random formula, the graph G =
G(F) is just the binomial random graph Gn,q , where q ∼ 2p(1 − p), and T equals the
number of edges in G incident with vertices in V \V ′. Thus, it sufﬁces to show that with
probability at least 99/100 the random graph Gn,q does not admit a set S ⊂ V , |S|n,
such that S is incident with more than 2
√
mn edges. Indeed, the expected number of edges
incident with a ﬁxed set S is binomially distributed with expectation nq|S|2m =
200 exp(−ε2m/(2n))m < √mn. Hence, by Chernoff bounds [34, p. 26], the probability
that there is a set S, |S|n, that is incident with more than 2√mn edges is at most
2n exp(−√mn/3) < 1/100. Taking into account (18), we get
P(T 2
√
mn)97/100 (20)
thereby proving (19).
Without loss of generality,wemayassume thatV ′ = {1, . . . , n′}. LetC′ = (cij )i,j=1,...,n′ .
In order to bound the semideﬁnite programM ′, we make use of (17), which reads
M ′n′1(C′) (21)
in the present context. Thus, we are to bound 1(C′) = max‖‖=1 〈C′, 〉. Letting A′ =
(aij )i,j=1,...,n′ , B ′ = (bij )i,j=1,...,n′ , we see that C′ = B ′ − A′ is the difference of two
random symmetric matrices. Let 1 denote the vector with all entries equal to 1, and let
e = 1/‖1‖ ∈ Rn′ . By Lemma 39, with probability 99/100 we have that
max{|〈A′, 〉|, |〈B ′, 〉|, |〈A′, e〉|, |〈B ′, e〉|}c′′√m/n (22)
for all unit vectors  ⊥ 1,  ⊥ 1, where c′′ denotes some large constant. In addition, we
claim that P(|〈C′e, e〉|40√m/n)24/25. For with probability 97/100 we have
|〈C1, 1〉 − 〈C′1, 1〉| = | ∑
(i,j) ∈V ′×V ′
bij − aij |T 2√mn (23)
by (20). Moreover, E〈C1, 1〉 = 2∑i<j E(bij − aij ) = 0, and Var(2∑i<j bij − aij ) =
8
(
n
2
)
Var(a12)8
(
n
2
)
p = 2m. Hence by Chebyshev’s inequality, P(|〈C1, 1〉| > 20√m) =
P(|∑ni,j=1 bij − aij | > 20√m)1/100. Taking into account (23), we conclude that
P
(
|〈C′e, e〉| = |〈C′1, 1〉|/n′40√m/n) 24/25. (24)
Finally, let ‖‖ = 1, and let  = 	e +  be a decomposition such that ‖‖ = 1
and  ⊥ 1, 	, ∈ R. By (22) and (24), |〈C′, 〉|	2|〈C′e, e〉| + 2|	〈C′e, 〉| +
2|〈C′, 〉|100c′′√m/n, whence 1(C′)‖C′‖100c′′√m/n. Thus, by (21),
M ′100c′′√mn, thereby proving the lemma. 
Lemma 41. There is a constant c′ > 0 such that P(SMS(Formn,2,p)3m/4 + c′√mn)
9/10.
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Proof. Since a0j (Formn,2,p), b0j (Formn,2,p) are binomially distributed with mean and
variance (1 + o(1))m/n, we have that E∑nj=1 |a0j − E(a0j )|,E∑nj=1 |b0j − E(b0j )|
(1 + o(1))√mn (cf. the proof of Lemma 38). Hence, P(∑nj=1 |a0j − E(a0j )| +∑n
j=1 |b0j−E(b0j )|201
√
mn)99/100 byMarkov’s inequality.Therefore, the assertion
is an immediate consequence of Lemma 40 and (15). 
Lemma 42. With probability> exp(−n) the random formulaFormn,2,m contains no clause
more than once.
Proof. The number of 2-SAT formulas without repeated clauses is (4n(n− 1))m. Thus,
P(Formn,2,m has no repeated clauses)
=
m∏
j=0
4n(n− 1)− j
4n(n− 1) =
m∏
j=0
(
1− j
4n(n− 1)
)
 exp
(
− 1
2n(n− 1)
m∑
j=0
j
)
 exp
(
−m
2
n2
)
> exp(−n),
by our assumption that m/n ln(n)20. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (c0nmn ln(n)20). Let Form∗n,2,m signify the set of all
F ∈ Formn,2,mwithout repetitions.ThenwecanmapForm∗n,2,m onto the subspaceForm∗n,2,p
of Formn,2,p consisting of allF ∈ Formn,2,p with preciselym clauses canonically. Let  be
a sufﬁciently large constant such that P(#Formn,2,p < m− √m) < 1/100. Note that the
semideﬁnite program SMS is monotone in the sense that adding clauses can only increase
its value. Therefore, Lemma 41 implies
P(SMS(Formn,2,p)3m/4+ c′√mn|#Formn,2,p = m− √m)4/5.
Moreover, since adding 
√
m clauses to F = Formn,2,p can increase the value of SMS by
at most 2
√
m, we conclude that
P(SMS(Formn,2,m)3m/4+ (c′ + 2)√mn|Form∗n,2,m)
= P(SMS(Formn,2,p)3m/4+ (c′ + 2)√mn|#Formn,2,p = m)4/5.
Thus, by Lemma 42, there is a constant c′′ > 0 such that
P(SMS(Formn,2,m)3m/4+ c′′√mn)
P(Form∗n,2,m) · P(SMS(Formn,2,m)3m/4+ (c′ + 2)
√
mn|Form∗n,2,m)
 exp(−2n).
Finally, assume for contradiction that  = E(SMS(Formn,2,m)) > 3m/4+ (c′′ + 21)√mn.
Then, by Lemma 37,
exp(−2n)  P(SMS(Formn,2,m)3m/4+ c′′√mn)
 P(SMS(Formn,2,m)− 20√mn) < exp(−2n),
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a contradiction that proves 3m/4 + (c′′ + 21)√mn. Hence, invoking Lemma 37 once
more yields P(SMS(Formn,2,m) >  + 20√mn) exp(−2n), which concludes the proof
of Theorem 4 (for mn ln(n)20). 
Dense formulas. We assume throughout that ln(n)20nmn2. Taking into account
Lemma 38 and (15), it sufﬁces to bound SQP(Formn,2,m). Observe that for any ﬁxed clause
C0 the number of occurrences of C0 in Formn,2,m has asymptotically Poisson distribution
with mean  = m/(4n(n − 1)). As in the sparse case, we shall replace the probability
space Formn,2,m by a related probability space Formn,2, such that clauses correspond
to independent subspaces of Formn,2,. More precisely, Formn,2, is a random multiset of
clauses obtainedby includingXC copies of each clauseC,whereXC hasPoissondistribution
with mean , and all XC are mutually independent.
Lemma 43. With probability 1− n−10 we have SQP(Formn,2,)10
√
mn.
Proof. By (17) it sufﬁces to bound the largest eigenvalue of the random symmetric matrix
C = C(Formn,2,). Since P(maxi,j |cij | > K = ln(n)) exp (− (ln(n) ln ln(n))) , we
may consider the matrixC′ = (c′ij )i,j , where c′ij = max{−K,min{K, cij }}.Then E(c′ij ) =
E(cij ) = 0, and 2 = Var(c′ij )Var(cij )2.
We shall indicate how to adapt the argument given in [24] for our matrix C′. (Such an
adaptation is necessary since it is assumed in [24] that the matrix entries are bounded, and,
more importantly, that  is constant.) Thus, let i = i (C′), i = 1, . . . , n, and ﬁx an even
integer k. Then Tr(C′k) =∑i ki k1, whence it sufﬁces to bound Tr(C′k). As in [24], let
En,k, =
n∑
i0=1
· · ·
n∑
ik=1
|{i0,...,ik}|=
|E(c′i0i1 · · · c′ik−1ik )|,
where 1k + 1, and set En,k = ∑k+1=1 En,k,. Then En,kTr(Ak)1(A)k. The
counting argument given in [24, Section 3] shows that En,k, = 0 if  > 1+ k/2, that
En,k,1+k/2 = 11+ k/2
(
k
k/2
)
n(n− 1) · · · (n− k/2)k,
and that
∑
k/2 En,k,O(k6/n)En,k,1+k/2, provided k(
√
n/K)1/3. Let k be the
largest even number (√n/K)1/3, and set v = 50(Kn)1/32/3 ln n. By Markov’s
inequality,
P(1 > 4
√
n)  P(1 > 2
√
n+ v) = P(1(A)k > (2√n+ v)k)
 2En,k,1+k/2(2
√
n+ v)−k2n(2√n+ v)−k(2√n)k
 2n exp
(
− kv
2
√
n+ v
)
< n−11,
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where the ﬁrst and the last inequality sign follow fromour assumptionm ln(n)20n. Conse-
quently, with probability 1−n−10 we have 1(C) = 1(C′)4√n10√m/n,whence
(17) implies our assertion. 
Lemma 44. Conditioned on the event that #Formn,2, = m, Formn,2, has the same dis-
tribution as the multiset of clauses that occur in Formn,2,m.
Proof. Let F2 denote the set of all two-clauses over Var. The probability of any out-
come (C1, . . . , Cm) = Formn,2,m is (4n(n−1))−m. For eachC ∈ F2, let YC be the number
of positions i such that C = Ci . Then, the probability of an outcome (yC)C∈F2 of
(YC)C∈F2 is
m!∏
C∈F2yC !
· (4n(n− 1))−m. (25)
Furthermore, the probability that XC = yC for all C conditioned on the event that∑C∈F2
XC = m is( ∏
C∈F2
yC
yC ! exp(−)
)
· m! exp(m)
mm
=
( ∏
C∈F2
(
m
4n(n− 1)
)yC
yC !−1
)
exp
(
− m
4n(n− 1)
)
· m! exp(m)
mm
= m!∏
C∈F2 yC !
· (4n(n− 1))−m,
hence is equal to (25). 
Proof of Theorem 4 (ln(n)20nmn2). The total number of clauses #Formn,2, has
Poisson distribution with mean m, whence by Stirling’s formula
P(#Formn,2, = m) = m
m
m! exp(m) ∼ (2m)
−1/2.
Therefore, Lemmas 43 and 44 entail that
P
(
SQP(Formn,2,m) > 11
√
nm
) = P (SQP(Formn,2,) > 11√nm)|#Formn,2, = m)
 P(SQP(Formn,2,) > 11
√
nm)
P(#Formn,2, = m) = o(1).
Consequently, a similar argument as in the sparse case shows that E(SMS(Formn,2,m))
3m/4+c′√mn for some constant c′. By Lemma 37, the probability that SMS(Formn,2,m)
exceeds its expectation by more than 20
√
mn is < exp(−n), thereby proving the
theorem. 
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4.3. Proof of Lemma 39
Throughout, we let V = {1, . . . , n}. Though Lemma 39 deals with random symmetric
matrices, our proof relies on the following lemma on random asymmetric matrices, which
is an adaptation of the spectral considerations of Alon and Kahale [4].
Lemma 45. Let c0/np0.99 for some large constant c0 > 0. Let (bij )i,j=1,...,n be a
family of mutually independent random variables such that p = P(bij = 1) = 1−P(bij =
0) for all i, j . Then, for each constant c1 > 2 there is a constant c2 > 0 such that the
following three statements hold whp.
1. Let V ′ = {v ∈ {1, . . . , n}|∑nw=1 bvw + bwv > c1np}. Then, |V ′|n exp(−np/c2).
2. Set V ′′ = V \V ′ and B ′ = (bij )i,j∈V ′′ . For all unit vectors  ⊥ 1, ‖B ′‖c2√np.
3. If W ⊂ V ′′ is a set of cardinality (1 − (np)−10)n, then the minor B ′′ = (bij )i,j∈W
satisﬁes ‖B ′′1− np1‖c2n√p.
Proof. With respect to 1, consider Z1 = |{v ∈ V | ∑nw=1 bvw > c1np/2}|, and Z2 = |{v ∈
V | ∑nw=1 bwv > c1np/2}|. Then, |V ′|Z1+Z2. By Chernoff bounds [34, p. 26], we have
that  = P(∑nw=1 bvw > c1np/2) exp(−c3np), for some constant c3 > 0. Note that Z1
and Z2 are binomially distributed with mean n. We consider two cases.
1st case: np ln ln n. In this case, Markov’s inequality entails that Z1, Z2n
exp(−c3np/2) whp.
2nd case: np < ln ln n. Then, n = n(1), whence Z1, Z22n whp. by Chebyshev’s
inequality.
Hence, in both cases we have that |V ′|Z1 + Z2n exp(−np/c2), provided that c2 > 0
is large enough, thereby proving 1.
To prove 3, set Xi = ∑nj=1 bij . Then, the random variables (Xi)i=1,...,n are mutually
independent and are binomially distributed with mean np. Set Yi = (Xi − np)2. Then,
E(Y 2i ) = E((Xi − np)4) =
4∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
4
k
)
E(X4−ki )(np)
k.
A direct computation yields that E(X4i ) = (n)4p4 + 6(n)3p3 + 7(n)2p2 + np, E(X3i ) =
(n)3p3+3(n)2p2+np, and E(X2i ) = (n)2p2+np. Therefore, Var(Yi)E(Y 2i ) = O(np)2.
Set
Y =
n∑
i=1
Yi = ‖B1− np1‖2. (26)
As Y1, . . . , Yn are mutually independent, Var(Y ) = n · O(np)2. Thus, by Chebyshev’s
inequality, P(Y > E(Y )+n2p)Var(Y )n−4p−2 = O(1/n). Since E(Y ) =∑ni=1 E(Yi) =∑n
i=1 Var(Xi)n2p, (26) entails that
‖B1− np1‖2 = Y2n2p whp. (27)
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We claim that whp. the matrix B has the following property.
For all S ⊂ V , |S|n(np)−10, we have
n∑
v=1
∑
w∈S
bvw(np)−5n. (28)
Indeed, to prove (28), consider a set S ⊂ V such that |S| = n(np)−10. Then,∑v∈V,w∈S bvw
is binomially distributed with mean np|S|, whence P(∑v∈V,w∈S bvw > (np)−5n)
exp(−n(np)−5) by [34, p. 28]. Choosing c0 large enough, we get(
n
n(np)−10
)
exp(−n(np)−5) exp(n((np)−9 − (np)−5)),
so that (28) follows.
To complete the proof of 3, let W ⊂ V ′′ be a set of cardinality (1 − (np)−10)n. Let
	v = ∑w∈W bvw, v = ∑w ∈W bvw for v ∈ V . Then, (	v − np)2 − (	v + v − np)2 =
2vnp − 2	vv − 2v2npv . Thus, by (28), whp. we have
‖B ′′1− np1‖2 − ‖B1− np1‖2  ∑
v∈W
(	v − np)2 − (	v + v − np)2
 2np ∑
v∈W
v2np
∑
v∈V,w ∈W
bvw2n(np)−4.
Hence, (27) implies that ‖B ′′1− np1‖2‖B1− np1‖2 + O(n) = O(n2p) whp., thereby
proving 3.
As for 2, the fact that |〈B ′, 〉|c2√np whp. for all unit vectors ,  ⊥ 1 has been
established in [4, Lemma 3.3]. Furthermore, applying 3 to the matrix B ′T , we obtain that
|〈B ′, 1〉| = |〈B ′T 1, 〉|‖B ′T 1− np1‖c2√np · ‖1‖ whp. Thus, whp. |〈B ′, 〉|2c2√
np for all unit vectors , whence ‖B ′‖2c2√np. 
Proof of Lemma 39. Letp′ = 1−√1− p. Then,p = 2p′−p′2. Let (bij )i,j∈V be a family
of mutually independent random variables such that p′ = P(bij = 1) = 1 − P(bij = 0)
for i = j , and bii = 0 (i, j ∈ V ). Set cij = max{bij , bji}. Then, p = P(cij = 1) =
1 − P(cij = 0), and the random variables (cij )i<j are mutually independent. Hence, the
matrix C = (cij )i,j∈V has the same distribution as the matrix A in the lemma. We shall
prove that C enjoys the properties stated in the lemma whp.
First of all, consider the matrixD = (dij )i,j=1,...,n = B+BT. Then, the entries of D are
either 0, 1, or 2, and P(dij = 2) = p′2 lnO(1)(n)n−2. Hence,
P
(
there is some v ∈ V such that dvw = dvw′ = 2 for w = w′
)
n3p′4 = o(1),
(29)
due to our assumption that np = lnO(1) n. Therefore, as D is a symmetric 0/1 matrix,
‖D − C‖3 whp.
Set V ′ = {v ∈ V |∑w∈V cvw > c1np}. Then, |V ′|n exp(−(np)) whp., because of
(29) and the ﬁrst part of Lemma 45. Thus, we have proved the ﬁrst assertion.
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Let V ′′ = V \V ′, let C′ = (cvw)v,w∈V ′′ ,D′ = (dvw)v,w∈V ′′ , and B ′ = (bvw)v,w∈V ′′ . Let
,  ⊥ 1 be unit vectors. By Lemma 45, we have that
|〈C′, 〉| |〈D′, 〉| + ‖D′ − C′‖  |〈B ′, 〉| + |〈B ′, 〉| + ‖D − C‖
 O(√np)
whp. Analogously, |〈C′, 1〉|O(n√p) whp. Therefore, whp. we have that |〈C′, 〉|
O(√np) for all unit vectors  and all unit vectors  ⊥ 1, whence ‖C′‖ = O(√np) whp.,
so that 2 follows.
Finally, let W ⊂ V ′′ be a set of cardinality (1 − (np)−10)n. Let B ′′ = (bvw)v,w∈W ,
C′′ = (cvw)v,w∈W , D′′ = (dvw)v,w∈W . Then, by Lemma 45 we have
‖C′′1− np1‖  ‖D′′1− np1‖ + ‖1‖ · ‖D′′ − C′′‖
 ‖B ′′1− np
2
1‖ + ‖B ′′T1− np
2
1‖ + ‖1‖ · ‖D − C‖
 ‖B ′′1− np′1‖ + ‖B ′′T 1− np′1‖ + O(√n)+ 2
∣∣∣∣∣∣(np2 − np′
)
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= O(n√p)
whp., thereby proving 3. 
Remark 46. Feige andOfek [19, Sections 2–3] have shown that a randomsymmetricmatrix
as in Lemma39 has Properties 1–3 stated in the lemmawith probability 1−exp(−(np)).
The statement of Lemma 39 is slightly stronger, as the lemma shows that the properties hold
with probability 1− o(1) as n →∞ also if np remains bounded. Moreover, we think that
our proof of Lemma 39 is relatively simple, because we reduce Lemma 39 to a statement on
random asymmetric matrices from [4] (cf. the proof of Lemma 45). In fact, it is rather easy
to deal with random asymmetric matrices, because all entries are mutually independent.
5. Conclusion
Investigating a variety of techniques, we have reduced the number of clauses m that are
necessary to certify that Formn,4,m is unsatisﬁable to m = O(n2) (Theorem 1). As the
threshold for unsatisﬁability is O(n), it is an obvious open problem to reduce the number of
random clauses required to check unsatisﬁability algorithmically to m = o(n2). The rele-
vance of this problemhas also been pointed out in [16],where the relation between certifying
unsatisﬁability at m = O(n) and the hardness of approximation has been investigated. We
have obtained a similar result also for even numbers k > 4 (Theorem 2).
The ideas in the present paper do not carry over to the case of odd clause lengths k directly.
For instance, the algorithm forTheorem2constructs a graphwith vertex setVark/2 by cutting
the k-clauses “in the middle”, i.e. after the k/2th literal. Of course, this is impossible if k is
odd. The case of k = 3 has been treated in [20] (cf. Section 1.5).
Considerations analogous to those presented in Section 1.7 concerning discrepancy apply
also to the number of clauses of a random formula satisﬁed by an arbitrary assignment.And
we get thatwith high probability any assignment satisﬁes approximately a fraction of 1−2−k
of all clauses of a random k-SAT formula, provided the formula has at least Cn clauses
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where C is a sufﬁciently large constant. Given a random formula F = Formn,k,m, a strong
refutation heuristic is an efﬁcient algorithm that does not only certify whp. that there is no
assignment that satisﬁes all clauses of F, but even that no assignment satisﬁes more than a
1− 2−k + o(1)-fraction of all clauses. Extending the hypergraph discrepancy techniques in
this paper, Coja-Oghlan, Goerdt and Lanka [11] have presented strong refutation heuristics
for random 3-SAT (providedmC ln(n)6n3/2 for a constant C > 0) and 4-SAT (provided
mCn2).
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